ELECTION 2008

Obama wins over Maine and the nation

Police arrest
Collins, Michaud, LePageretain two campus
local seats;Beck wins unopposed theft suspects
By ELISABETH PONSOT and
SUZANNE MERKELSON

of thousands in his victory speech in
Chicago , "If there is anyone out there
MANAGING EDITOR AND
who still doubts that America is a
EDITOR IN CHIEF
p lace where all things are possible,
who still wonders if the dream of our
Refusing to heed predictions that founders is alive in our time; who still
an easy Democratic victory was in questions the power of our democracy, tonight is your
sight, record turn-out
crowds across the naanswer."
tion gave their last
While the Democrats in the Senword on Tuesday,
ate picked up at
November 4, electing
least five addithe first AfncanAmerican President
tional seats on
Tuesday, incumof the United States.
bent Senator Susan
Senator Barack HusM. Collins (R-ME)
sein Obama (D-IL).
beat her chalObama will be joined
in the White House
lenger. Thomas H.
Allen by a nearly
by Senator Joseph R.
SenatorBarack Obama (D-IL) secured the presidency over Senator John McCain f R - A Z ) well before midnight.
ten-point
differBiden Jr. (D-DE).
The 44th Presience. Collins will
dent-elect of the
pick up her third
term, and told the
United
States,
Susan M. Collins Bangor
Daily
Obama inherits a naproud ," President of the Colby De- person They inspired her, she said.
By SUZANNE MERKELSON
Senator (R-ME)
News "The results
"This is a miracle coming out of tion plagued by two
mocrats Amanda Burgess ' 10 said, as
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show the people of
she sat on the floor , surrounded by the racial wilderness ." she said. wars in the Middle
Maine knew that I
friends. Burgess joined the "Obama "Obama mobilized so many peop le East, the continued
The excitement in the Diamond train " in 2004 after seeing him speak who worked to engage with those threat of terrorism, a crumbling do- worked very hard for them.. . The
atrium was palpable as students, fac- at the Democratic National Conven- different from themselves—a con- mestic infrastructure and an economic message 1 heard was that they were
ulty and staff gathered Tuesday, No- tion. She and the Colby Democrats scious mobilization across differ- crisis felt in every comer of the globe. tired of excessive partisanship. "'
Local wins also went to incumbent
Yet as Obama said before a crowd
vember 4, to watch on several have worked this year to register
representative for the United
projector1 screens as Barack Obama about 515 voters on
See ELECTION . Page 3
States House for District 2
was declared president-elect of the campus. "The stars arc
Michael Michaud (D), incumUnited States. The crowd gathered ali gning." she said.
bent mayor of Waterville Paul
seemed almost entirel y pro-Obama "I' m so proud of our
LePage (R) and the incumbent
as they counted down the closing of generation right now. "
(he West Coast polls at 11 p.m. ImMaine State Senator Lisa MarJohn D. and Catherrache
(D).
ine
T
MacArthur
Promediately afterwards, breaking news
Henry Beck '09 (D) secured
fessor of SocioIog>
bulletins declared the outcome.
his scat as a Maine State Repre"There were open containers, lots and African-American
sentative for District 76 in an unof champagne—don 't tell Security, " Studies Cheryl Gilkes
opposed contest. (See article
said Kate Humphrey '09. who was wore an t-shirt emblapage 12).
there to watch and dress up in the zoned with Ohama 's
Students voted on election day
face on the front and
Colb y Mule costume, interpreted
at the American Legion in Watonight as the Democratic Party ' s his New Hampshire
terville, where they and other
donkey. People jumped up and primary concession
residents were greeted by politidown, cheered , hugged and cried. speech on the back.
cians waiting at the door. State
Some immediately shed their clothes She talked about her
Representative (D-77) Pam Trinto engage in celebratory streaking.
89-ycar old parents in
wald said that voter turnout had
The Goldfarb Center hosted the Massachusetts—her
remained steady all day. in conevent , which included over 40 pi7zas, father, a veteran of
trast to past years. "1 would be
three large screen projectors disp lay- World War II and
shocked if this is not the highest
ing CNN and FoxNews, and. by some Korea , and her mother
turnout we've ever had." she
ht
her
to
the
counts, anendancc by over 150 mem- who broug
said. She noted that voters were
bers of the College community who voting booth when she
able to cast their ballots largely
gathered together to witness this mo- was a little girl . Both
without any problems , thanks to
refused to send in abment in history.
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"I' m tired and haven 't done laun- sentee ballots , instead Students and community members wait for election results in the Diamond] atrium.
dry in a month , but I' m just so going to the polls in
See RESULTS, Page 3

Community celebrates election in Diamondbuilding

The results
show the people
of Maine knew
that I worked
very hard for
them [....] they
were tired of
excessive
partisanship.

Comedy show prompts outcry on the Hill

SPB to reevaluate
selection process
f or perf ormances
By ALLISON EHRENREICH
and ELISABETH PONSOT

NEWS STAFF AND MANAGING EDITOR

Many students left the comedy show
on November 1 outraged over what
some called a rude and abrasive performance for the show 's racial, urban ,
religious and sexual insensitivity.
The "Comedy Campaign Trail ."
brought to campus by the Student Programming Board (SPB). was supposed to be a mock debate touting
political satire on the last weekend before Election Day in Page Commons.
"The show was intended to be a
li ght-hearted comedy sketch to mot i v a t e people to participate in the
election that would occur onl y three
days after the show," wrote SPB
Spocial Chair Joseph Bcllairs ' 11 in
a recent e-mail
The event quickly deteriorated into
an offensive commentary aimed to solicit laughs "at any cost. " according to
Assistant Director of Campus Life
Jessica Dash, who also serves as advisor to SPB.
"This was not witty...You can talk
about different issues in a witty [and
intelligent] manner, and that 's not to

say you can talk about anything you
want to talk about," she said , but these
comedians resorted to "cheap and
dirty stereotypes. "
"1 think the comedians didn 't realize that they were coming to a campus that is currently having to come to
face its cultural tensions," said Dash
Wasserman
'12.
"Their jokes hit
peop le hard and
had a raw. brutal
effect. I have a
pretty strong sense
of humor, but it
was terrible."
Many expressed
similar sentiments.
"I thought I was
going to throw up,
! was so uncomfortable ,"
said
Brittany
Soderholm '10. "But I
wonder how it 's

Education Adam Howard opened his
ED231 class. "Multiculturalism and
the Political Project " to the entire student bod y and Professor and Director
of Education Mark Tappan hosted an
open meeting of the Committee on
Race and Racism on Wednesday. November 5. '
During Professor Howard 's class
on Tuesday, around
35 students joined
in the class discussion to talk about
their reactions and
the impact of white
supremacy on the
educational experience at the College.
Many were profoundly impacted
by the discussion,
and "many issues
surfaced
that
should have a long
time [ago], " said
Meredith Fast M l .
"We have all too
SPB Spocial Chair
easily
dismissed
the
feelings of
those who have
been attacked. If something offensive
occurs , those offended have the right
to feel hurt, and their feelings deserve to be [heard] so that we may
better understand and correct these
issues."
President William D. Adams also

The show was
intended to be a
light-hearted
comedy sketch
to motivate
people to
participat e in
the election that
would occur
only three days
after the show.

out...at
played
other places with
more diversity or
where racial differences " have not received as much attention as they
have recently on the Hill.
The outcry over the comedy show
sparked immediate response from the
faculty and the administration.
One notable example of this occurred when Associate Professor of

Jo Bellairs '11

sent an e-mail to the student bod y
which read. "I appeal to all of us to
pull together in defense of this community and its values—of h u m a n e
responsible
behavior.
civility,
thought and expression, and rigor of
inquiry, especially where it concerns
ourselves and the way we treat one
another. As opportunities arise to discuss these matters in the days, weeks,
and months ahead , 1 urge all of us to
participate."
SPB is working to provide transparency in its discussions surrounding
these issues. In an e-mail sent to the
entire student body. SPB extended an
invitation to community members to
join its general board meeting that
same evening. The e-mail read. "We
take full responsibility for not stopping the performers at the first sign of
disrespect to members of our Colby
Community. We share your outrage
and disgust, and are thoroughl y embarrassed by the mere association of
SPB with these performers."
The SPB General Board meeting
"was a learning experience for everyone in attendance. Those from outside
of SPB who attended gained a much
better understanding of how SPB
works and how difficult it can be to
program successful events. SPB
members gained new perspectives on
its events that had gone wrong." Bellairs said. "We hope to use what
knowledge we gained to make more
informed decisions about program-

ming at Colby so that we can provide
events for every single member of the
Colby community."
In the coming weeks. SPB will meel
to further address its programming.

By ALEXANDER RICHARDS
NEWS EDITOR

In an e-mail to the campus this
Tuesday, Vice President for Student
Affairs and Dean of Students Jim Terhune announced that two arrests had
been made by the Watcrville Police
Department in connection with the recent string of thefts on campus.
"I am pleased to inform you that
since Thursday, October 30. the Watcrville Police Department has arrested two suspects...college-aged
individuals with no affiliation to
Colby." Terhune wrote in his message The arrests were made specifically in connection to personal items
being taken from "dining halls, the
athletic center, and other public spaces
on campus."
Terhune lauded the Waterville Police Department for "its good work ,"

Campus
Security played
a critical role
in the
identification
and arrest of
the suspects in
this case.
Jim Terhune
Dean of Students

and noted that "Campus Security
played a critical role in the identificalion and arrest of the suspects in this
case." Assistant Director of Security
Jeff Coombs echoed these sentiments,
recognizing that these arrests have
"realt y been a joint effort between
[Security officers at the College] and
the Waterville Police."
Due to the ongoing nature of the investigation by the local authorities ,
Coombs declined to comment further
regarding the specific events that led
to the arrest. However, he indicated
that in terms of stolen property "they
have retrieved some things, and we're
hoping to retrieve more." Coombs
jdd ed that "multip le [thefts] have
been connected to this , but we don 't
know how many yet, that 's still part
of the police investigation. " As of
press time, no one was available to
comment at the Waterville Police Department.
See THEFT. Page 3
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Panelists speak on Iraq War

Conf lict described
as expensive and
out of control
By DASH WASSERMAN
NEWS STAFF

The nation's troubled economy has
become the foremost issue in recent
months, forcing the unpopular war in
Iraq to the sidelines of national press
coverage The scope of the war has
been marginalized significantly, yet
this issue is hemorrhaging over S10
billion each month and remains a
global concern
A recent panel , "Revisiting Iraq
Fi\e Years Later," was sponsored by
the League of Progressive Voters, Students Against War and the Iraqi
Refugee Awareness Movement on
Wednesday. October 29 The panel
was convened in order to inform students and rev ive awareness regarding
the war in Iraq Each panelist was
gh en fifteen minutes to present a different facet of the Iraq War.
Among the panelists were two
members of the College faculty: Assistant Professor of History and George
C WtswcU, Jr. Research Fellow Jason
Opal and William R. Kenan Jr Professor of Government and Director of the
Goldfarb Center for Public Affairsand
CMC Engagement . Sandy Maisel
The other panelists included Adam
Cote "95. former candidate for
Maine 's first Congressional District
and veteran of the Iraq War, Bowdoin
Alum '08 Alex Cornell du Houx , Iraq
War Veteran and candidate for Maine
State House District 66. and Bill Nemitz, columnist for the Portland Press
Herald and Maine Sunday Telegram,
embedded three times with the Maine
Army National Guard since 2004
During his lime on the Hill , Adam
Cote '95 studied the conflict in the
Balkans before finding himself in
Bosnia as a private in the Army Reserves. "This war had no hope of ending until the U.S. crossed the Sarajevo
Bridge ." said Cote, summarizing the
beliefs of many at the time Cote became an infantry officer when he returned to Maine and deployed to Iraq
in 2003 with the 133rd Engineer Combat Battalion In Iraq, he witnessed a
suicide bombing in Mosul that he described in vivid detail Four members
of his battalion were killed and fift y
injured—an event which Cote believes "'didn 't hav e to happen " He

continued. "Sometimes you just want
to say you 're Canadian— it 's embarrassing " Cote posited from his Balkan
military experience thai the Iraqis w ill
reach a tn-state division as they did in
Bosnia that would accommodate the
Sunni . Shnte . and Kurdish ethnic
groups currentl y in conflict
Focusing on the flood of refugees
that have been stranded as the result
of this ongoing conflict . Professor
Opal said, "Iraqi refugees are seen as
chips in a geopolitical game rather
than as human beings " He argued
that it is a duty to give them asylum
because "all peop le have the nght to
have rights." Over 4 million peop le
have been disp laced , and more than
12 .000 refugees seeking asy lum have
been admitted into American borders
Opal hopes that the United States will
expedite consideration of these
refugees and that human decency will
be established for these displaced per-

I didn 't need to
take notes because I knew
whatever I see
here is going to
be burned in
my brain.
Bill Nemitz
Journalist

sons Opal hig hlig hted the gravity of
the situation by reading an e-mail
from an Iraqi interpreter living in hiding because he hel ped the U.S. army
They "want I raqis to live in permanent darkness. " said the interpreter.
Cornell du Houx spent eight
months training as a marine dunng his
sophomore year at Bow doin and was
notified that he was shipping out to
Iraq dunng his junior year When he
arrived in the Middle Eastern country,
he said he saw an ambivalent, nonhostile population that seemed to understand the situation Cornell du
Houx admitted that there was a constant threat of snipers and mortar attacks, which prompted American
soldiers to take shelter in houses with
families. "That 's the reality of what
we had to do." said Cornell du Houx.
"Later on peop le were not happy to
see us. We went in after the blow

through Fallujah and saw most buildings were damaged and people were
upset. " Even after returning from his
tour of duty. Cornell du Houx still
sees problems that indicate that Iraq
is caught m a broken war. He was
most adamant about the inadequate
care of veterans , citing that the G.I.
Bill paid for books, meals, and twenty
percent of tuition costs, yet it left too
many behind, particularly with regard
to medical care. He pointed out that a
third of the homeless population in
the U.S. are veterans that have been
sw ept under the political rug and do
not receive a decent standard of living
after fighting for their country.
Journalist Bill Nemitz described
his solemn experience in the field yet
joked . "You wonder if many people
still know there's a war going on." He
visited Cote's 133rd Battalion when
they trained in the Mojave desert and
then followed them to Mosul to cover
a story about Maine soldiers. "This
was the biggest deployment since
World War II of Maine soldiers," said
Dunng his first trip, an IED went
off. marking the first time a Mainer
was killed in action since the Second
World War. He observed the emotional devastation of soldiers and
went back to Iraq multip le times to
chronicle their story. He desenbed an
explosion of mess hall as "absolute
carnage." saying, "I didn 't need to
take notes because I knew whatever I
sec here is going to be burned in my
brain " As a result of this gruesome
reality, Nemitz said there exists a
sense of resignation and obligation
among soldiers. They want to keep
Iraqis far away because the tension
with the population has created fear
that more lives will be lost.
Professor Sandy Maisel opened by
saying that the first year of the war
was ajustificd "myth put forth by the
Bush Administration" and that the
U.S. went into Iraq "ill-prepared and
undefined. " With no exit strategy or
commitment, Maisel emphasized that
the Iraq War is unlike any other conflict in U.S. history. He noted that
Obama and McCain both gained their
nominations because of their positions on the war. Obama denied the
war since its conception while McCain rallied for it. In December of
2007 the war was the most important
issue, yet now it falls behind the economy, the energy crisis, and healthcare.
Maisel emphasized that history books
will recognize the failure of leadership when writing about the Iraq War.

Interested in working for the Echo? E-mail Chelsea Eakin
at cveakin@colby.edu. We're currently hiring for new
positions in both business and production.

RELAY FOR LIFE

Relay f o r Life participants walked the Colby Green to help raise money for during last year s' event.

Students promote charitable relay
Annual cancer
benef it walk
slated f or spring
By COURTNEY YEAGER
NEWS STAFF

Even with the wide array of activities happening on campus leading up
to the election , the American Cancer
Society 's Relay for Life Rally drew
an eager crowd into Cotter Union on
Monday, November 3.
The Relay 's four Event Chairs enticed passing students with desserts
and candy while explaining the intentions of Relay for Life. This fall's
kick-off rally was the first of many
gatherings that will occur throughout
the academic year to promote campus
involvement in the Relay.
The Relay at the College will take
place from 6 p.m. on Friday to 6 a.m.
on Saturday: a twelve hour nightlong
event in which the participants avoid
sleeping to symbolize that cancer itself never rests.
On May 1, 2009, Event Chair

By JAMES BELTRAN
NEWS STAFF

Last Wednesday, David Pilgrim
spoke about the offensive material that
both the Democratic and Republican
presidential campaigns have presented
to each other during this year 's election
season in hopes of raising awareness.
Pilgrim, an applied sociologist, is
the chief diversity officer at Ferns State
University, and the founder and curator of the Jim Crow Museum. He gave
a PowerPoint presentation in which
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Christina Mok '09 hopes to see at
least 500 students on the Colby Green
preparing for the long night ahead.
Last spring the dedicated students
on the Hill raised an astonishing
$40,000 for the American Cancer Society, with over 400 people participating. This year, the chairs have upped
the ante.
Jess Snyder '09 said that the goal

Last spring the
dedicated
students on the
hill raised an astonishing
$40,000 for
the American
Cancer Society...
this year is to assemble 50 teams of
students and raise at least 550,000 for
the cause. In order to fundraise, the
teams must get creative prior to the
actual event. Teams across the coun-

try will be holding bake sales, washing cars and even gift wrapping in
hopes of obtaining donations to sponsor their groups.
In an effort to raise more money,
Relay will be hosting various
fundraising events throughout the
night. Last year 's schedule included
raffles, awareness events, and field
games for participants.
Kelly Brooks l 09 expects many of
the same events to transpire this year.
The activities will begin with an allcampus barbeque , and a DJ will be
playing tunes to keep the crowd motivated. As the evening progresses, students will continuously walk the
sidewalk loop that encircles Colby
Green.
The chairs hope that this charitable event will allow students to
spend time with close friends and
make some new ones before the
school year comes to a close. They
encourage anyone who has personally struggled with cancer, lost
someone they love to the battle , or
who merely want to support people
whose lives have been affected to
partici pate in this year 's Relay for
Life event.

Campaign slander discussed
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each slide focused on specific negative that relate to sex."
images directed toward the presidenThere was also a slide which illustial candidates from both parties. The trated Hillary Clinton urinating while
first slide shown by Pilgrim called standing up, suggesting that Hillary
John McCain a "poodle" of President possesses masculine body parts inGeorge W. Bush. The slide explained stead of feminine body parts. The
this metaphor further: "Most of the slide serves as a reminder that women
anti-Senator McCain objects question who took political office violated sohis political independence. This is a cietal norms. "A woman who violates
traditional political strategy."
the society 's gender expectations is
Another slide , titled "Senator Mc- sometimes accused of 'acting like a
Cain Will Say Anything To Get man. ' This is reminiscent of the times
Elected", noted that John McCain has when African Americans who viobeen ridiculed for going against the lated the racial norms of the Jim Crow
Republican Party: "Senator McCain 's era were accused of 'acting White. '"
willingness to vote against his party 's
Barack Obama was also the subject
leaders has earned
of several derogahim praise as a
tory slides. Notably,
maverick and disPilgrim displayed
dain as a political
images of Barack
prostitute. " Pil gnm
Obama as a terrorist
explained that peosympathizer or a
ple have considered
supporter of Adolf
McCain to be a poHitler. This particulitical prostitute belar slide, entitled
cause he has had no
"Talking
Pretty,
independent views
Doing Evil ," feaof his own. He then
tured sketches of
Obama and Hitler
displayed a headline from Newsweek
with the message
that read "No Coun"Hitler gave great
try for Old Men ,"
speeches too..." PilDavid Pilgrim gnm expressed outreferencing
that
Chief
Diversity
Officer
McCain was too old
rage that Obama
Ferris State University
to serve as the next
was even compared
president.
to Hitler. ""Let us
A list of tradinever again as a
tional male and female stereotypes people compare Obama to Hitler," Pilwas displayed on the screen. These grim said. He continued that alluding
stereotypes called men aggressive, ra- Obama to Hitler only served to trivialtiona, and strong, and called women ize the lives of the people who died durpassive or docile , weak , emotional , ing the Holocaust.
afraid and dependent. According to
Another slide of Obama depicted
Pilgrim, the stereotypes suggested that him as the Devil. The slide, called
Sarah Palin 's candidacy for vice pres- "Be Afraid , Be Very Afraid", sugident was inappropnate for a woman. gested that Obama was the Antichnst.
The content of the slides grew pro- This, however, is not unique in politgressively worse as the presentation ical or social discourse. In fact, figures
went on. Several slides attacking the from Nero to John F. Kennedy have
candidacy of Hillary Clinton were been depicted as the Antichnst.
shown. One of the slides, titled "SenThere were also images in other slides
ator Clinton Has No Identity Separate which argued that Barack Obama was
From Her Husband's", was intended not fully acting as an African-American.
to argue that because Senator Clinton One slide showed a caricature of Obama
married former President Bill Clinton dressed in 'gangster' attire, implying that
she had no personal identity. Another Obama was "too black" for many Amerslide, called "Summanly Dismissed", icans. In contrast, another slide noted
suggested that Hillary Clinton was not that Jesse Jackson accused Obama of
fit for president simply because she acting "too White." The reasongiven for
was a woman. "This [a design featur- this remark, according to the slide, was
ing Hillary Clinton and a donkey] because Obama failed to strongly consays that no matter how accomplished demn the white individuals involved in
a woman is her real assets arc those an incident called the Jena Six.

A woman who
violates the
society's gender
expectations is
sometimes
accused of
'acting like a
man.'

KNOW BEFORE YOU VOTE

Professor speaks on global economy

Franko discusses
new economic
powerhouses

ports government regulation and intervention ,
while Senator John McCain (R) supports free
markets, according Jo
Franko. "Regulation has
failed to some degree,"
she said.
By ALLISON EHRENREICH
NEWS STAFF
The country is currently running a deficit of
In the fourth and final installment $731 billion , Franko said.
of the Know Before You Vote Lecture "Our current account
Series, presented by the Goldfarb deficit is what is left over
Center for Public Affairs and Civic after we consume," she
Engagement, Grossman Professor of said.
Economics and Director of the Oak
Franko said that the
Institute Patrice Franko took the stage global community must
to discuss international economics coordinate its efforts to
and the policies of the 2008 presiden- address imbalances in
tial candidates.
global trade. The United
Franko addressed community States, for one, is consummembers on Thursday, October 30 in ing more and more and ,
the Diamond Build"that
THOMAS BOU-IER/THE COtBV ECHC
ing. She began by
imbalGrossman Professor of Economics Patrice Franko lectured on Thursday in Diamond
a n c e
providing a comprehensive backmust
ground on the five
also be
key issues that face
financed ," she said. may not continue to take place , and woes and use the slogan "Stop
international ecoAsian
countries if it doesn 't , the next president ," China," Franko said. "It 's not China 's
nomics.
"have savings up," will have to act quickly, she said , fault, folks," she added.
The poor countries, she said, are fiThe
United
she said, while "we as the country depends on this
States ' financial
have to borrow" source of income to keep the en- nancing the rich ones. "It 's supposed
crisis has spilled
approximately
gine running. "This is fri ghtening," to go the other way."
over our borders
S700 billion a year. she said.
Lastly, Franko addressed global
BRICs—the acronym for what poverty and the country 's failure to
into a global ecoThe United States
meet
its promised support of the Milnomic
crisis.
owes a cumulative Franko called the up and coming
Development
Goals
"Open any paper
$12.25 trillion in "economic powerhouses" of Brazil, lennium
and you 'll sec a cridebts due approxi- Russia, India and China—"have the (MDGs). "MDGs promote poverty
sis that was born so
Patrice Franko mately June 30, potential...to surpass the US and Eu- reduction , education, maternal health,
gender equality, and aim at combating
simply...
trans2007.
ropean partners in growth."
Professor of Economics
"We need a president who 's child mortality, AIDS and other disferred across [a
Desp ite the disOak Institute Directoi
large spread] of inmal
numbers. going to take these partners seri- eases," according to the website
dustries ," Franko
Franko
assured ously," she said.
www.undp.org/mdg.
Obama would strengthen social
said , clicking throug h slides of the audience that "this is Fine" as
McCain is in favor of maintaining
graphs showing steep trade declines long as the rest of the world con- an open relationship with China, safety nets with trading and pledges
in various industries.
tinues to invest in the United States while other politicians in Washington to double the resources for programs
Senator Barack Obama (D) sup- as it currently does. However, "this externalize the country's economic like the Peace Corps.

Open any
paper and you'll
see a crisis that
was born so
simply...
transferred
across [a large
spread] of
industries.

Local residents head to polls; incumbents win big

driving fellow students to the polls
or, like Peter Perry-Friedman *09,
supporting efforts most meaning ful
to them. Perry-Friedman spent the
entire day sitting outside the booths
and asking people to support marriage equality in Maine through signatures for Equal ityMaine , a
campaign to engage legislators to
pass same-sex marriage initiatives.

THOMAS BOUiEft/THE COlO* ECHO
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Waterville residents registered to
vote at the American Legion.
Below,
incumbent Senator Susan Collins
(R-ME) waves to supporters.

I'm glad to be
able to help [...]
It's an honor to
be part of this
momentous
transformation
of American
society.
Chris Van Alstyne '09

Students encouraged to
stay on guard af ter arrests
From THEFT, Page 1

Though the arrests certainly mark
a step forward in addressing theft and
safety issues on campus . Coombs
hopes that students will not lull themselves into a false sense of security.
"Even before all of this , thefts happened , and they will continue to happen, though hopefully not at the rate
they have been happening...[students
still] should take precautions ,"
Coombs said.
Terhune's message included a list
of suggestions for students regarding
personal safety and theft precautions.
He urged students to "lock your residence hall room doors" and "avoid
bring ing bags and valuable items to
the dining halls." among other meas-

Awaiting results on Hill

CAOOLINE DICKSON/THE COLBY ECHO

Students enjoyed f r e e pizza and refreshments as the numbers rolled in.

Language Assistant , agreed. "This
is very festive. The American
people are very patriotic ," she
ent boundaries. "
said , a red , white and blue balloon
Among those gathered were some tied to her hat.
unable to vote in these elections—
All gathered seemed acutel y
aware of the chalthe College 's language assistants,
lenge that lie
who sat together
ahead for Prcsiwatching
CNN.
dent-elcct
"The French think
Obama. including
Obama is really
the financial crisexy," French Lansis , two wars and
a need to address
guage
Assistant
Nina Poulier said.
environmental
All seemed to
and energy conenjoy the scene,
cerns.
joining in the eatStill , the celeing of p izza and
bratory mood precheering.
vailed. According
Eric Foster-Moore to Eric Foster"These
elections are an espeMoore "09, "The
Class of 2009
ciall y cool time to
energy contained
in
this
space
be in America ,"
Spanish
Lancould wean us of
guage Assistant Claudia Sanchez our dependence on foreign oil. "
said. Kyoko Shinga , the Japanese
From ELECTION, Page 1
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"This has been long, but incredibly rewarding," Perry-Friedman said,
noting that EqualityMainc had gathered 10,000 signatures statewide by
noon, surpassing its goal for the day.
Chris Van Alstyne '09, president of
the Maine College Democrats, drove
voters from the Hill into town. "I' m
glad to be able to help provide the
change the country needs in whatever
way I can," he said. "It 's an honor to
be part of this momentous transformation of American society."

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

DAVE & BETTY BEGIN
47 Main SI
Waterville. Me
873-1010
Tues.-Fri
7.30 a m - 5 p.m
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From RESULTS, Page 1

the efforts of those registering voters
and monitoring the election."
Democratic candidate for Waterville mayor Rosemary Wilson stood
with Tnnwald. "I'm excited , this is a
historic vote," she said. "The top of
the Democratic ticket seems to have
engaged all levels of the population.
However the vote goes for myself,
I'm happy about the event."
Students were present at the polls
throughout the day, throug h voting .

ures. Students were also encouraged
to "immediatel y report suspicious behavior... to Campus Security or a campus official" such as dining hall staff
or librarians , and to "immediatel y report any lost or stolen property to
Campus Security "
According to the official notice,
"some stolen items that have been recovered appear to be the property of
Colby students but they do not correspond with any items listed in existing reports." As such , any student
who believes he or she "[was] a victim of theft this fall but did not report
the missing items at the time they disappeared, .should contact Campus Security," who will in turn help students
"connect with the Waterville Police
Department in an effort to identify ..missing property."
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Hey, Everybody. have you heard about Busy
B's? It's the coolest spot in Waterville !
You have to see all the neat stuff they
sell... outrageously funny cards , 50's furnishings , crazy vintage jewelry , great gift
and candy and., well , ya just gotta see it!
BRING IN YOUR COLBY I.D. AND GET 20% OFF
YOUR FIRST PURCHASE!!•

BUSY B ' S
233 Main St.
Waterville , Me.
812-8280

REMEDY
SALO INJ A.MP SPA.
"Wellness f r om Head to Toe"

^
^
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Hair Services: ^^^

• Color/Color Correction
• Specialty Hair
- fermanent Hair Straightening
* Hair Removal

The Spa At Remedy:
* Facials • Maitage
* Manicure/ Pedicure
• NEW! Relaxing Foot Soaks
indMduilh
j or partiesup to 6

Gift Certificates Available

207.859.8886
.
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KeHy Fbquette,Proprietor

EDITORIAL

Theflight of failure, of suffering

Security on campus

Finding success af ter periods of pain and
learning to see through waves of darkness

results of tonight 's election uill undoubtcdlv ha\e implications for our safety
The
and seeunp. as a nation for years to come.

JENNIFER

cox

Yd this ueek. we feel it necessary to address the issue of safety at a much more personal
level—right here on campus.
We 've all felt tt recentl y—our belongings have not been safe. This is something we
ma\ take for granted most of the time, casually leaving wallets in open bags outside the dining halls or doors unlocked We ' re all proud of and comfortable in the College community.
While this is the way things should ideall y be. sometimes we 're reminded that we do not
live in an isolated bubble. The string of thefts on campus this fall is one such example.
Too often, students perceive Colby Security officers and Waterville Police officers as
antagonist forces in our community, interested onl y in doling out citations for open containers and under age possession by consumption.
But November 4* s announcement from Dean of Students Jim Terhune regarding the arrest of two suspects in this fall's campus thefts case should serve as a wake up call to our
student body Security and the police acted swiftly and proactively to catch these offenders who have been keeping our campus on edge since the beginning of the term. It 's important to recognize and respect the work these people do for us. Last year 's assaults on
campus coup led with this event have reminded us that we are kept safe by both Security
and the police.
Additionall y. "*e must also take the time to remember our individual responsibility to
keep ourselves as well as our own personal possessions safe. Look out for others, and report suspicious behavior to prevent this type of crime from taking root again.
Finally, we must all take heed of the advice Security gives and whenever possible, not
leave valuables outside dining halls , in unlocked lockers or unattended in the library—just
because two suspects were caught doesn 't mean that we can let our guard down completely.
Let us not forget the assaults on students that had campus on edge last fall. The assaults
and recent pattern of theft serve as reminders that we cannot allow ourselves to ever completel y let our guard down For the most part. Colby is a safe p lace. But we must remember that Security exists for reasons other than those we tend to typically associate them
with - breaking up parties and giving citations for drinking.
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SUZANNE MERKELSON

are creatures of the moment, animals of emotion, fhough we 're
We
guided by our memories and our
thoughts about the future, those things come
second to sensation. No matter how rational
we try to be, it is often our hearts that we listen to. Even if we try to fight how we feel, we
still believe our senses, and deep down , the
heavy aching of our hearts. We understand
that life is made up of both joy and pain , but
we expect them to be fleeting, to last for days
or weeks at most. Because of this , when we
feel pain for longer periods of time it feels like
it will last forever. When wc deal with things
we can't seem to break free from or challenges
that stand stubbornly in front of us for years at
a time, it 's only human to let our eyes adjust to
the darkness. We wait for the light at the end
of the tunnel but my God, it feels like we'll always be staring into black.
Though we can 't see our own futures and
though many people do stay lost , it has been
my experience that the most highly successful peop le have had excruciating times of
darkness. Perhaps it is a testament to the
human experience and to the pain and adversity that we will all meet , but I' m not so
sure that 's the case. By no means is extreme
adversity required for success. I don 't mean
to say that if you 've never been faced with
anything extraordinaril y life-breaking you
aren 't as worthy of success or are more unlikely to achieve it. Yet I do think it gives
hope to those who are in agony, or for all of
us in our deepest stretches of seemingly endless existential chaos or pain.
Both Barack Obama and John McCain
have overcome adversity to reach success.
Read autobiographies of all of the world's
greatest leaders , and more often than not
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emotions with us towards the outskirts of
chaos, towards the light.
J.K. Rowling, by any standard, is one of the
most successful women of our time. Her novels are economic and literary gold mines. Millions of people worldwide have read and
loved the Harry Potter scries, and the books
have sparked merchandise, a movie series and
even a Floridia amusement park. She is one of
the most famous Brits, the most glorified authors in the world , and most we 11-respected
figures in America. And yet, she was once a
self-described failure. "An exceptionally
short-lived marriage had imploded , and I was
jobless, a lone parent, and as poor as it is pos-

How the election has changed the ideas and
commitments of a nation and lead to hope

SUZANNE
MERKELSON

MANAGING EDITOR

ALEXANDER RICHARDS

Yet I do think it gives
hope to those who are
in agony, or for all of
us in our deepest
stretches of seemingly
endless existential
chaos or pain.

sible to be in modem Britain , without being
homeless. The fears my parents had had for
me. and that I had had for myself, had both
come to pass, and by every usual standard. I
was the biggest failure I knew," she said in her
address to Harvard's graduating class of 2008
Even after reading those words, it is so
easy to forget how it must have felt to her in
those moments. In that stretch of misery, of
utter desperation , she couldn 't see the end of
her struggles. Few of us have been so close
to being homeless. None of us have had our
hopes dashed after four years of college
preparation. She had beautiful ideas in her
head , but she didn 't know if anyone would
want them. She had a daughter to take care
of, but she didn 't know how she 'd be able to
raise her while on welfare and struggling to
survive. There was hopelessness, there was
pain , and there was inevitable self-doubt and
loathing. She said: "My greatest fear had already been realized, and I was still alive, and
I still had a daughter whom I adored , and I
had an old typewriter and a big idea. And so
rock bottom became the solid foundation on
which I rebuilt my life." There were ideas and
there was hope. But it 's important to understand how it must have felt. It 's crucial to put
ourselves there, to feel our bodies react and
flex and our hearts sink into our stomachs.
If—no , when—wc find ourselves lost, remember the reality of sensation. Remember
how deep hopelessness bites into us, and remember how impossible the light is to find.
If—no , when—we overcome these times of
darkness, it 's important to remember what it 's
like to be lost. The sun sets but it always rises
The flowers droop but they always bloom
And we can find ourselves myears or decades
of suffering, and one day, perhaps, there will
be breathing, living, hoping. Look to those
who have overcome, look to those who have
survived , and know that wc can be them, too.
Why not us? Why not you?

A new America, a new patriotism

BOTH EDITOR IN CHIEF

ELISABETH PONSOT

there were periods of time when pain was
the reality, when hopelessness was the sensation. We look at these times and we feel
hope for them , hope for these other people
because we know how the story ends. But
why can 't there be hope for us? There has
to be, because things are always , always
changing. What 's hell today is only a chapter. Our failure is temporary, our suffering
is only now. A lifetime of hurting is never
an absolute reality. Though this is little consolation while we 're completely lost and
our sensations tell us otherwise , it is important to cling to our rationality and drag our

I' ve never , not in recent memory, not
since maybe elementary school , been especially proud of my country. September 11
happened my first week of hi gh school. The
atrocious aftermath of Hurricane Katrina coincided with the return from my COOT trip.
My generation has grown up with two wars,
often with no end in sight. Our political consciousness has developed suffocated by the
idea of red states and of blue states. We'll
spend four years attending school in a part
of the country often deemed "un-American ," our prestigious school located in a
country where "elite " is a bad word. We 're
part of the first generation that mi ght live in
worse circumstances than our parents. I
would also like to believe—after tonight and
after the campaign that has raged for the
past two years—that we are also a genera-

tion of a new hope.
I know that sounds cheesy and I' m kind
of embarrassed about that. I' ve been conditioned to be cynical, especially about politics. Politicians are not people to be

I would like to believe—after tonight
and after the
campaign that has
raged for the past
two years—that we
are also a generation of new hope.
admired , they 're people mocked on The
Colbert Report- Throughout Senator Barack

Obama's campaign I* ve vacillated between
being touched and being disgusted by the
touchy-fcely-ncss, by the cult of personality surrounding him and his almost unbelievable message.
During last year 's primary season, upon
returning from a semester abroad , I attended an Obama rally in Bangor. I wrote a
column about how uneasy it made me feel
"I was creeped out. People were chanting
things in unison , jumping up and down and
screaming. It felt more like a religious revival or the Super Bowl than part of a decision-making process [ ] I still don 't get
this election season."
I get it now.
While I' ve spent a good chunk of the past
several months clicking link after link , reading poll after poll and blog after blog, the
numbers and expert opinion haven 't defined
this sense of change, thick like tonight 's fog
in the air, both nationwide and here at Colby
Instead , it is people like my many friends
involved in the campaign, like Brooke Barron '09, Samantha Given-Dennis '09 and
Henry Beck *09. who have donated so much
of their time and effort to Obama 's run
They 've canvassed the streets, immersed
themselves in information , called citizen
after citizen. I' m inspired by Obama's message, but even more, I' m inspired by the
breadth of their commitment and the depth ol
their convictions.
A year ago, my second-favorite New York
Times columnist Thomas L. Friedman wrote
an article title "Generation Q" about ours,
the "Quiet Americans." We "may be toe
quiet , too online , for [our] own good, and foi
the country 's own good ," he wrote. Wc
needed to sign out of our e-mail accounts
and "get organized in a way that will force
politicians to pay attention rather than jusi
patronize [us].
I think Friedman might be eating his own
words. When history writes about this election , it will be momentous for African Americans , for women. History will also
remember the part our generation played.
President elect Obama is now able to delivet
his—no, our—message of hope to a nation
and a world starving for change.

www.colbyecho.com

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE

Mutts ,
nuns and
nonsense
C.W.
BASSETT

, it 's been a wonderful week for
Damn
those of us who value the absurd. I
don 't mean some kind of super-intellectual irony concocted by Frenchmen like
Sartre or whatever. I refer to what has happened on the American scene in the last week
or so. Sartre could come up with absurdities
no absurd-er than we can find in the American
scene as reported in the news media who
watch out for such weirdness.
First, how about the Maltese dog—presumably male—who was picked up in Chicago
after vanishing from a backyard in Brandon,
FL? Max was identified—ready now!—by a
microchip in his hide. Chicago animal rescue
sent Max to the Racine, Wl, headquarters of
Maltese Rescue, who will ship Max back to
Brandon, FL.
Max 's Florida owners had about given up
on Max, but the Richard Gonzalez family is
now ecstatic about their little sweetheart
showing up in Illinois/Wisconsin. All good
things clearly end up with implanted microchips as a means of finding lost things.
Do we have microchip implantation as an involuntary procedure at the Garrison-Foster
Health Center? Think of Mom and Dad
keeping track of you on a Saturday night in
Heights.
And then there 's the sticky-fingered college campus policeman who helped himself
to coffee at ValeroNice N Easy, a service provided free to uniformed officers by the petrolintensive establishment. Policemen often
stopped by Valero, in Monrisville, NY, to buy

It seems that the
Pope wants his
system to avoid
answering all those
calls with a
mechanized voicesomething with less
soul than machines.

a newspaper and enjoy a free cup of coffee,
but Sgt. Steve Brody of Morrisville State College lifted doughnuts almost daily at the generous gasoline station.
Light-fingered Sgt. Brody appeared on
surveillance camera tapes on 17 separate occasions, stuffing doughnuts into his pockets.
Why it took Valero 17 times to finger genial
old Sgt. Brody is difficult to understand, but
they finally put the arm on him recently. He
was accused of stealing $30 worth of pastries
during the 17 occasions that he lifted doughnuts from the counter. He has been charged
with petit larceny.
Finally, here 's a story about the switchboard
operators at the Vatican in Rome. It seems that
the Pope wants his system to avoid answering
all those calls with a mechanized voice—
something with less soul than machines. So the
Vatican still employs human beings to answer
incoming calls, specifically the Sister Disciples of the Divine Master. They hang out at a
switchboard in the Vatican, answering all calls
with the greeting "Pronto, Vaticano'
That 's "Hello, Vatican" to us non-Italian
sorts, but the nuns speak a wide variety of
languages—for example Korean , Polish ,
English, French , Spanish , and various
African tongues. They work seven days a
week , and the average age is 60. But they
won 't put you through directly to the Pope.
"Tact and prudence" are the sisters ' watchword. They don 't say no , but they route
callers to a priest in the Vatican's media
room to see if he can take care of papal
callers.
But you can bet that the Sister Disciples
of the Divine Master leave the doughnuts
alone if there 's a Valero station at the Vatican. Still, a call from Max , the wayward
Maltese , might interrupt the smooth flow
of communications at the Vatican. More
significantly, do the Sister Disciples of the
Divine Master like Maltese with microchips?
Even more importantly, do microchips
speak Polish?

There s a time and place for comedy
BEN
HAUPTMA

thing the master of comedy
One
George Carlin was always able to
do was joke about everything. He
could take the most serious issues and make
a brilliant comedy routine out of it. He knew
how to push the limits without being insensitive (most of the time), which is what
many comedians strive to do on a regular
basis. Without jokes , we'd have tittle to
calm us down when discussions turn to arguments or when small comments become
large misunderstandings.
Having said that , I feel that we have a certain responsibility to know when such jokes
are appropriate. I will always be the first one
to say that we can joke about anything, but if
we do not first consider the timing of the
joke, the situation in which we tell the joke,
and the way we tell the joke , we run the risk
of mocking issues in ways that illegitimize
their importance.
I believe that a number of people posting
to the digest recentl y have not considered
how their jokes may affect the dialogue on
multicultural ism that has pervaded much of
the campus discourse this year. Posts regarding garlic fest and the "proverbial" sucking

of someone 's balls are the posts in which
some of these problems arise. These jokes,
while perhaps funny to many, are told in the
wake of a very important discussion on multiculturalism that needs to continue. The conversation is halted , though , when someone
comes along and turns the issue into something worth mocking.
The posts were as follows: one involved
someone claiming to be part
Transylvanian and taking offense to the Garlic Fest put
on by the campus dining
halls. He claimed to be very
offended by the lack of consideration for his people and
asked Colby why there was
no outrage over this issue.
The other post was one in a
series of posts concerning
the renaming of the pub.
While the initial posts were
quite funny (although it
would have been better if
such comments had found
their way to another forum),
one person decided it was
offensive to certain cancer
survivors and women" to be
talking about sucking one 's balls. The claim
was that they were pressured out of the discussion by such comments.
Funny, right? Perhaps at a different time,
in a different context and phrased in a different way. For one thing, both posts came on
the heels of a very important discussion.

When we look back on the entire situation ,
what are people going to remember? People
will remember these jokes and may not even
give a passing thought to the dialogue that
took place previously. These jokes , because
of when they were told , mask the situation
that occurred before them. If we can only remember some jokes about the situation , how
are we going to look back on our dialogue and
acknowledge how important these issues are?
On top of that , these
jokes were posted on the
Digest of Civil Discourse,
the same forum where the
important discourse regarding multiculturalism
was taking place. This digest, as far as I can tell , is
a place for people to start
conversations and get legitimate responses. All too
often , this forum becomes
a place for people to have
personal arguments and
call each other names,
causing many people to
dismiss the seriousness of
some of the issues at hand.
While the situation involving these jokes did
not involve such personal attacks, it potentially had the same effect. The serious discussion is now hidden from view by these jokes ,
and the Digest of Civil Discourse becomes a
place for jokes instead of the serious conversations we need to be having.

Moreover, these jokes followed the same
format as the discussions we had been previously having. I, along with many others, asked
the same question: wh y are people on this
campus not outraged by the events that took
p lace this fall? This question was used in the
post regarding Garlic Fest , asking Colby why
we are not outraged over this discrimination
of vampires. Instead of making a clever joke ,
this person mocked the conversation in which
we were previously engaged. The other post
did something similar in that it joked about
how certain types of discourse leave peop le
out , much like how white privilege causes us
to ignore other peop les ' cultures. These jokes
mocked the conversation wc were having previously, potentiall y causing others to take that
important conversation less seriousl y.
I , for one , believe that we need to take
these issues more seriously than ever. We
cannot allow jokes like these to take our
eyes off of what is realt y important: the continuing discourse over what multiculturalism on this campus, and in this country,
should look like, and how we can educate
ourselves enoug h to engage in that discourse. In the future, let ' s try to think a bit
more before making jokes that can potentially illeg itimi/c some serious issues in our
lives. Jokes are a necessary part of our society, but we cannot let them run out of control and lead us backwards in our work
towards a continuous discourse over issues
of multiculturalism on this campus.

Friday? Why is the laundry piling high in various rooms of the house and why is the sink
filled with dirty dishes? Quite frankly, what
in the world is going on?
Now please don 't misunderstand; I am a
vehement advocate of women in the workplace. I respect the mother or wife that can
bring home the scrambled eggs to accompany

1980s can confirm , women working in the office is a definite plus and not just because the
click-clack of their heels in the hallways provide a rhythmic beat that boosts concentration.
While the hideous shoulder-pads of the working woman were left in the 1980s (thankfully),
so was the multitasking ability to juggle home
and office. I'm sorry, but the microwavable

her husband's bacon. I don 't think a woman's
place in life is confined to the home—and if
there's gardening to be done, the front yard.
Women are clever, creative, crafty creatures
that contribute much to the workforce. As the

meals women try to pass as dinner nowadays
simply won't do. Obviously there 's an exception to every rule: certain men are born with
the domestic gene and are wonderful chefs and
folders. More often than not, though, hus-

bands, boyfriends and sons are able to pair
their own socks and make a sandwich—but
that 's about it. But is that enough?
Not according to the women of our generation. They need to carry the baby in an awkwardly effeminate chest-carrier, prepare a
gourmet dinner for five and give his wife the
post-dinner foot massage. However backwards as it may seem , it is my opinion that for
centuries a women's main concern was for her
family—and that 's the way it should remain
Women of the world: we need to rediscover
our inner domestic goddesses. Our incessant
worrying about what 's for dinner next Tuesday or if Bobby and Cindy 's clothes are clean
for school should not be replaced with anxiety about our PowerPoint presentations to the
board on Wednesday. "I am woman, hear me
roar" is no longer valid as the sound has mutated into a soft meow.
The solution is to reali7e that our responsibilities at home arc just as important
as our contributions at work. If you 're
going to marry and start a famil y, gosh darn
it , you have to take care of it! Corn on the
cob as an entree simpl y won 't cut it anymore. We need to get back in the kitchen
and rediscover exactl y what being a family
woman means. Do you have reports to read
tonight? Read them while your home made
raisin oatmeal cookies are baking in the
oven. Have a portfolio to prepare? Do so
while the clothes arc finishing the rinse
cycle. Have a demo of a hot new artist to
listen to? Pop it in the stereo as you're dusting. If we can all donate x amount to The
Humane Society for the polar bears, we can
all starch our husband' s boxer shorts. Now,
let me hear you roar.

These jokes,
while perhaps
funny to many,
are told in the
wake of a very
important
discussion on
multiculturalism
that needs to
continue.

A call for a return of the domesticgoddess
NAAMAH
AZOULAY

Why women am strong
enough to balance
both work and f amily
near extinction of polar bears has
The
been dominating the news as of late.
However, a more pressing issue is the
serious decline in numbers of the domestic
goddess. What happened to the woman who
could balance both a booming career and all of
the paper work that comes with in one hand
and made from scratch brownie mix (with or
without chocolate chips, depending on her
family's preference) in the other? This is a serious epidemic , ladies and gentlemen. Long
gone are the times where meat-loaf, butterific
mashed potatoes and a side of flavorful green
beans graced the tables of American families
at promptly 6:30 p.m . I might add, even
though the matron of the home only returned
from the office at 3:30. Where are the fluffy
blueberry pancakes Mom made with love on
Saturday mornings, or the delectable withjust-a-hint-of-cinnamon French toast she
made on Sunday mornings? Where are the
lunch boxes, or the more modem recyclable
brown paper bags the lady of the house packs
for her children and husband Monday through

Is this what white people like?
A ref lection on the book and blog by
Christian Lander: Are they racist or reality?
recently read a book called The Definitive Guide to Stuff White People Like. It
Iis a book made of the posts from the blog
of the same name by a man named Christian
Lander. By compiling the best parts of his
blog, Lander has published 150 idiosyncrasies marking white people as a group
worthy of public ridicule. I must admit that
while laughing at some of his choices, I had
to ask myself three questions, one: what type
of white people is he describing? two : is he
even describing white Americans? and three:
is his book racist or ironic?
It has been said that nothing is as funny as
reality. Lander addresses topics that include
Foreign Travel , Netflix , Yoga, Tea, Bakeries,
Hardwood Floors, Plays, Cheese, Therapy—
the list goes on. He finds truths that cause his
reader to reflect on how they all might be
true , while wondering if they are guilty of
racism against their own race. There is no
doubt that the book screams controversy, but
should we take what he says in the spirit that
it was intended or condemn his writings in a
fit of anti-racist pride? I think that Lander 's
objective here is not to cause disorder but to
make fun of the people who are least likely
to get offended by the stuff he writes about.
He isn 't poking fun at white people or white
Americans, but is identifying certain cultural
constructs that are usuall y found within the

white community, and especially in the
white American community.
Do I, as a white woman, have the right to be
offended by what Lander is talking about? I
didn 't think so after I read it. I'm a great believer in taking things with a grain of salt. I
don 't think that Lander was being racist when
he wrote about these things. He is trying to
make his reader laugh at him or herself or

I was able to
identif y with the
concept while
disagreeing with
the reasoning
behind it. I think
this is where
Lander is particularly clever.
laugh at the book's absurdity. For example,
reading about assists (4), in which Lander tries
to draw the conclusion that white people like
to pass the basketball in order to make up for

BRIDGET
ELY

Here's What's Playing FrL, Nov 7
through Thurs., Nov 13
1
Rachel Getting Married
R Nightly at 4:40,7:00 and 9:20; Matinees Sat. and Sun. at 12:00 and 2:20

slavery and the crusades. I started to laugh at
the connection, only because I used to play
basketball and I didn 't pass because of those
events. I was able to identify with the concept
while disagreeing with the reasoning behind
it. I think this is where Lander is particularly
clever. He is identifying things often associated with white people while providing somewhat absurd reasoning as to why they like it.
Would this book be acceptable if it was titled The Definitive Guide to Stuff Black Peop le Like? Or Asian people? Or Arab People?
If it was taken with a grain of salt, I believe
so. However, I think that Lander is also identifying society's almost obsessive need to be
completely politically correct. Political correctness is important to a point but there are
some issues on which argument seems fruitless. Lander isn't trying to be politically correct and herein lays his book's appeal. He is
simply trying to be funny, and to try and
search for hidden meanings defeats the purpose of reading his book. That being said,
read it and see how many white idiosyncrasies you relate to, whether you are white
or not.

Appaloosa
R Nightly at 7:10 and 9:25; Matinees
Sat. and Sun. at 2:40
The Secret Life of Bees
PG-13 Nightly at 430 .6:50 and 9:00
except no Wed. 6:50 show; Matinees
Sat. and Sun at 12:00 and 2:10
Bottle Shock
PG-13 Nightly at 5:00: Matinees Sat
and Sun at 12:30
Who Cares if Bangladesh Drowns?
Unrated. Wed. Only at 7:00

Boylan and Bassett celebrate20 years of spooky stories

HISTORY LESSON

By ELLEN LONDO N
* FEATURES EDITOR

The last week of October, leading
up to Halloween , is full oi spook >
traditions and elaborate celebrations
The hohda> was originall y celebrated by Celnc Pagans in a festival
called "All Hallows ' Eve.** the nig ht
before "All Hallows ' Day " on
November 1st It was believed that
on the nig ht of October 31. the banner between the living and the dead
dissolved, and the dead roamed the
earth destroying crops and livestock
As November 1 was largel y held as
the end of the Harvest season . Celtic
farmers created huge bonfires and
wore masks to scare off evil spirits
and ensure thai the season 's hard
work made it to the celebration that
day Irish and Scottish immigrants
broug ht versions of the tradition
with them to North America in the
nineteenth century, where it is still
exuberantly celebrated- albeit without an understanding of its history
and true meaning—today
The College has its own share of
Halloween traditions, with none so
prominent and adored as the annua!
"Boylan-Bassett Hallow een Reading."
featuring Professor of Eng lish Jennifer
Boylan and Professor Ementu.- of
English Charles Bassett This year
marked the 20th year that the pair has
shared the stage for the event, which
includes singing, poetry reading and
story-telling, all with creepy and
autumnal themes "Every Halloween
we 've done it and we 've loved it."
Bassett said. "We can't help it. we're
both hams "
The annual reading was founded
by Bassett himself in the 70s. mean ing that while he and Boy lan ha\e
become most distinguished as a team
of Halloween readers, he has actual-

ly been invoked with the event fot
over .'() years Bassett and a small
croup of fellow Eng lish professors,
including the late John Mizner . started the tradition after being prompted
by some of their students "They said
'Hey . you know it 's going to be
Halloween. '" Bassett recalled. '"You
yuvs should read some ghost stones
at Colby.*" Bassett was hesitant at
first as he had always spent
Halloween at home tnck-or-trcating
with his kids "But I thoug ht . "Hey.

This is what
we do on
Halloween.
We don 't spend
the night trickor-treating with
our kids.
We give our
Halioweens
to Colby.
Jennife r Boylan

Professor of English

these Colby kids arc asking for it.
Let 's give it a try."" he said And 30
years later , he 's still at it.
The event was traditionall y sponsored by the senior class, a fact that
Boy Ian and Bassett agree was essential to its staying power Every single
year since it began, the reading has
been held in Lonmcr Chapel—-that
is. up until this year, when a scheduling conflict with the Theater and
Dance Department forced the pair to
relocate to the Robinson Room in
Miller Library "The senior class

used to decorate the chapel beyond
recognition." Boy lan said, recalling
one year that students constructed a
giant spider that hung from the
chapel ceiling over the audience.
Other years saw the import of bails of
hay. pumpkins and enormous cobwebs. "It was a real mess cleaning it
up the next day," Boylan conceded ,
"but it was definitel y worth it."
The past few years, the senior
class has taken a more administrative approach to the event, getting
the word out about the event on campus with fliers and advertisements in
the College 's Digest. "There has definitely been a decline in interest, for
whatever reason ," Bassett admitted,
recalling the days when the chapel
was "filled to the bnm" with attendants and the event was the main
draw on Halloween night. Boylan
agreed that numbers have been down
for a few years now, a fact that
prompted the pair to move the reading back from its usual 11 p.m. or
midnight time slot to the current
time at 7 p.m. "Where are the kids
going these days? Out partying, I
suppose." Bassett said. Boy lan
hoped that the earlier time would
encourage students to attend the
reading before heading out for a
night of costume parties, saying of
students ' commitment to the oncelater time that "we know they love
us a lot, but not [that] much."
Still , the Robinson Room was
filled with both veteran attendants
and first-time viewers this past
Friday night , with many attendants
standing by the doorway and more
still sitting on the floor. The
Halloween Reading opened with a
song, sung by Professor Boylan,
about the change of time and season
dunng autumn. Boylan continued
with a reading of "The Cremation
of Sam McGee " by Robert W.

WHO'S WHO: JIM KELLY 09

"We 're both hams, " said Bassett of himself and Boylan. the College s' most beloved team of Halloween performers.
The two are shown above at the 2003 reading, which included the traditional mix of scary stories, songs and poetry.
Service, which Bassett told the
audience was "the worst single
poem in all of American literature. "
With a voice that rose and fell at all
the right moments, Boylan nevertheless made the poem a livel y and
creepy success. "This is what typically happens ," Bassett joked of the
beginning of the reading. "She
[Professor Boylan] sings and reads
poems, while 1 sit up here and stare
off into space."
Bassett then read a humorous
story about a long train ride and a
"bad , old , mean , ugly witch" that
took a gruesome turn when one of
the train passengers describes
chopping his little sister into pieces
to a 4-year-old boy. The story was
accompanied by funny asides from
both professors and gasps and fits
and laughter from the audience.
When Boylan rose next to read

"Harvey 's Dream " by Stephen
King, the room was rendered
silent, hang ing on her every word
to learn what happened next (did
the daug hter really die in a car
accident? Would the couple 's marriage be saved?}. Bassett rounded
out the reading with an over-thctop science fiction story called
"The Swordsmen of Varnice ,"
which included a warrior princess
and swordsmen fighting atop
"snarling Vorkcls," creatures that
seemed to be a hybrid of a werewolf and a warthog.
The readers were dressed in full
academic robes, and Bassett wore a
black pointed witch hat. They stood
to read and occupied the plush
leather armchairs that were placed at
the front of the stage, softly lit by
floor lamps The bookshelves behind
the pair were strewn with orange

Christmas lights and attendants sat in
captain 's chairs with the College's
insignia, so that the Robinson Room
had the feeling of an intimate, cozy
living room.
"This is what we do on
Halloween ," Boy lan said. "We
don 't spend the night trick-or-treating with our kids. We give our
Hallowecns to Colby." Thoug h the
venue at which the event is held
and the specific stories and poems
read may change over the years,
the spirit of the tradition remains
the same. "It 's a nice feeling,"
Basset said , "when I run into kids
at their tenth or fifteenth class
reunion and they ask me 'are you
still reading ghost stories?* And I
say * yes, of course. ' We do what
wc always do. We read disgusting,
creepy stories. That 's just what we
do on Halloween."
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Senior advocate, literati TangSoo Do is a campus hit
By JAMES BELTRAN
NEWS STAFF

Jim Kelly '09 is an individual
who combines a love for books
with a strong passion for political
activism
Kelly, ongmally from Sudbury.
Massachusetts and an Eng lish
major and a religious studies minor ,
is one of the two co-presidents of
the League of Progressive Voters
In addition, he is a tutor at the
Famham Writer 's Center as well as
a mentor for Colby Cares About
Kids Earlier in his college career .
Kell y hosted a radio show on
WMHB and worked as a custodian
Kell y 's political involvement
started with a philosoph y that politics is how one lives his or her life.
He believes that international
events and domestic events are
linked to what the U.S. government
pursues in its policies both domestically and internationall y Kell y
also attnbutcs his love for politics
to his fnends "It also hel ps that my
fnends are pretty obsessed with it.

too." he said At the same time.
Kell y said that "a lot of my political background comes from my
parents. " It was his parents who
shaped his views on human society
and the gov eminent.
Speaking about this year 's presidential election , Kelly felt that the
most pressing issue was addressing
the war in Iraq "For me personall y,
it is the war in Iraq because our
involvement has cost us so much
and we have yet to pay for it other
than the human cost." he said. He
added that as a result of the current
war in I raq, the United States has
accumulated monetary deficits
along with a substantial loss of
respect from other nations. "We
haven 't started paying for it yet ,"
Kell y said. "It 's our generation
that 's going to have to deal with
these concerns "
Kelly added that as a result of
global17ation. another important
issue was the continual ascendance
of Russia . China and India as world
powers. Kell y said that the United
States has become excessively
ovLTcnmmittt'd and will need In
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Jim Kelly '09 is an English major and co-president of the League
of Progressive Voters who .spent last fall abroad in Ireland.

rethink its prionties. "We 're going
to have to start pulling back and
changing how we do things ," he
said.
When asked why he became an
Eng lish major, Kell y explained that
he was initially unsure with what he
wanted to study. "When I got here ,
I didn 't know what to do," he said.
It was through an introductory
course that Kelly was persuaded to
major in English , saying that books
made sense to him and that they
opened a new way of looking at
one 's life.
During his time abroad in
Ireland last fall , Kelly took a
respite from politics. "I kind of
needed a semester off, let 's be honest," he said He took a class on
conversational Irish , a class related
to folklore and ethnology and
Eng lish literature classes. Now
back on campus, Kelly uses his job
as the co-president of the League of
Progressive Voters to make politics
as fun and accessible as possible.
He wants people to see politics as
an activity that one participates in
enthusiastically.
Kelly expressed uncertainty
when asked about career plans after
college "I reall y like my job here
as a tutor ," he said. He said that he
would cither live in Boston or in
Maine , and that he loves the state
of Maine deeply.
When asked about the one person
he would like to meet , Kell y replied
that he would like to meet the gymnast Nastia Liukin. He said that he
took a sudden liking to the
Olympics this past summer despite
initial reservations. However, Kelly
said that he had concerns about the
selection of Beijing in hosting the
2008 Summer Ol ympics , commenting that China has a spotty record
on environmental and human rights
issues. "If one of your athletes gets
kicked out of the country [China]
for saying something about Sudan,
that 's reason enoug h to be concerned ," Kelly said.
This is yet another example of
how Kelly 's personal interests and
the issues he feels passionate
about are often intertwined , and
how as an advocate and a literature scholar he is able to read
between the lines

By ELLEN LONDON
FEATURES EDITOR

Aaron Kaye ' 11 and the
College 's Martial Arts Club kick
ass. Literally. Over the weekend,
Kaye was named the Grand
Champion , Black-Belt Division , at
a chanty martial arts tournament at
the Alfond Youth Center in
Waterville. His student and fellowsophomore Andrew Bragg finished
in first place in both the "forms"
and "sparring " competitions for the
Gup Division.
The Martial Arts Club was
founded on campus last year during
JanPlan. Kaye, who has practiced
martial arts since the age of four,
wanted to provide students with a
chance to learn more about the
martial arts tradition while honing
his own skills. The club offered its
first class last spnng, and since
then has set up a regular schedule
of classes twice a week and occasional tournaments.
"It 's great to see that there 's
interest in this kind of thing on
campus ," Kaye said. His expertise , and the specific martial art
he teaches the students in his
classes, is Tang Soo Do, a
Korean martial art that is over
2,000 years old. Tang Soo Do
branches off from Tae Kwon Do,
Korea 's national sport , as the
more traditional version of the
two arts. The mission expressed
by of Tang Soo Do is to better
oneself—physically,
mentall y
and spiritually.
As a result , ranking within the
art is highly individualized , based
on all levels of one 's experience
and not just the fighting system, as
is emphasized in other martial arts.
"So someone who is a black belt
isn 't necessarily better than someone who is an orange belt ," Kaye
said. "It just means that their experience within all three aspects [of
Tang Soo Do] is different."
The tournament last weekend
featured a blend of all different
kinds of martial arts and groups
from all over the state of Maine ,
and was divided into three main
competitions: forms, weapons and
sparring. All three events were

evaluated by five judges , who then
awarded the competitors points on
a scale from 1-10 for their performance . "Forms" tests the participant 's knowled ge of certain

The mission
expressed by
Tang Soo Do
is to better
oneself—
physically,
mentally, and
spiritually.
patterns of motion , and the ability
to execute those patterns to varying
degrees. "Weapons " tests participants ' skill with an imp lement of
their choosing, such as a knife,
staff or sword . The "sparring " competition pits two competitors

against each other. Althoug h a tournament at this level is not full contact , competitors are awarded
points for form and execution , and
the effectiveness of each strike had
it actually connected with its target.
The entry fee that each competitor paid before the tournament
went to providing scholarships to
local youths for Alfond Youth
Center memberships. At S60 per
person for entry, every competitor
raised enough money for four $15
memberships. "Charity is a major
responsibility in Tang Soo Do,"
Kaye said. In light of this weekend' s success, he hopes to host and
participate in more events for charity both on and off campus in
future years.
Kaye and the 10 or so regular
members of the Martial Arts Club
meet twice a week for class in the
aerobics room in the Alfond
Athletic Center, Tuesdays at 8:30
p.m. and Saturdays at 4:00 p.m. For
more information on how to get
involved , please e-mail Kaye at
ap kayc(«colby.cdu.

COURTESY Of MRON KAYE

Sophomores Aaron Kaye and Andrew Bragg came up big at last
weekend s' charitymartial arts tournament at the Alfand Youth Center.
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Unraveling personal DNA mysteries
By DYLAN PERRY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Everyone remembers the landmark
Human Genome Project, originally
directed by James Watson (yes, THAT
Watson) in 1990. He and a slew of
researchers from around the country
and globe set out on a daunting journey to determine the human sequence
of DNA in its entirety. Sequencing the
genome (the entire genetic makeup of
an organism) is no easy task, especially considering the numbers. Humans,
and all other beings, bear their entire
genetic information in pairs of chemicals known as nucleotides, of which
there are only 4 types (G, A, C, T).
These chemicals pair with each other
to form the DNA double helix.
So how many base pairs could
there be? A million? 100 million? Try
3 billion. Just to put that gargantuan
number in perspective, 3 billion characters, with no spaces, in Times New
Roman Font in Microsoft Word, fills
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takes
place
on
Family
Homecoming Weekend and honors
several members of the Colby athletics family who have made significant contributions to Colby
athletics. This year 's Ludy '21 and
'27
Memorial
Pacy Leving
Reception and C Club dinner on
Oct. 17 "was one of the most well
attended C Club events ," according
to Weston.
The 105th C Club dinner , which
was attended by over 240 parents ,
alumni , students and coaches , honored two alumni , Lou Zambello '55
and Bob Auriemma '59 with the C
Club's highest awards. Zambello, a
basketball star during his time on
the Hill , received the 2008 "C Club
Person of the Year" award for his
continued dedication to Colb y athletics. Auriemma received the Carl
E. Nelson Sports Achievement
Award for his success in coaching
at the high school hockey level at
Brick Township High School in
New Jersey. The C Club also honored Anna King '08 for her secondplace finish in the 3,000-meter
steeplechase
at
the
NCAA
Championshi ps last spring and
Kate Sheridan '09 for earning
NESCAC Player of the Year in
women 's lacrosse. In conjunction
with
Sheridan 's award , the
women 's lacrosse team was also
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750,000 pages. That 's a lot of information to decipher. A decade and a
few billion dollars after its inception,
HGP researchers had essentially completed the genome sequence, aided by
hard work and global collaboration.
With advances in technology, however, unraveling an organism's genetic composition can now be duplicated
at a fraction of the cost and time. In
fact, one company claims to have the
sequencing efficiency to complete a
human genome for only $5,000. Such
drastic developments in the private
biotechnology sector have led scientists such as George Church, professor of Genetics at Harvard Medical
School , to push the envelope of
human genomics, in his case by
spearheading the privately funded
Personal Genome Project (PGP).
Church and his colleagues at
Harvard and the PGP intend to
sequence the entire genome of willing volunteers, and make them available to the public for scientific query,
along with lists of their medical histo-

recognized for winning the first
NESCAC Championship in the
program 's history.
The other major function that the
C Club sponsors every year is a
senior awards dinner in appreciation
of the athletic team captains and outstanding senior athletes. In particular,
the C Club thanks all athletic team
captains for their leadership by presenting them with a C Club blanket.
Wilson estimates that the ctub has
nearly 700 members, mostly older
alumni with some recent graduates.
"We'd love to get 1,000 members,"
Wilson said, "We've been moderately
successful in recruiting new members, but we have some way to go to
reach that goal." Weston also
expressed her concern with the dwindling numbers of recent graduates
who chose to participate in the ctub:
"That is something that we are trying
to change. It is important to recruit
new members so that the C Club tradition will continue on," she said. In
efforts to appeal to young alumni, the
C Club offers free membership for all
alumni athletes during their first year
after graduation. Seniors first find out
about the C Club at the spring senior
dinner and are given a postcard
explaining the purpose of the club
along with the official C Club pin.
"The spring dinner is our 'welcome
to the club' effort," Weston said.
After their first year of automatic
membership, alumni athletes are
required to pay a C Club annual fee
of $15 for their first five years out of

We

ries, lifestyles, diets, and other characteristics. In doing so they hope to
facilitate advances in sequencing and
analysis technology, personal gene
testing technology and, of course, our
understanding of human health at its
most basic yet important level: DNA.
Although they are currently beginning with only 10 highly educated
and successful DNA donors. Church
hopes to expand the study to 100,000
participants. In doing so, the greater
genomic research community will
have access to a growing number of
published genomes, fueling international progress in genomics and
biotechnology.
The idea of complete genome publication brings with it considerable
controversy and criticism regarding
its ethics and fallout. What are the
potential ramifications of a disclosed
genome? Would you feel comfortable
with a parent disclosing his or her
genome, knowing you share half of it
with them? At least concerning the
first question, nobody really knows,

college and $30 for all the years
afterward. All the money from the
membership drive goes to support
the club's numerous dinners,
newsletter mailings and receptions.
"We do not receive any funding
from Colby—we're a self-sustaining
club," Weston said.
Membership dues also contribute
to a quarterly newsletter that is sent
out to all C Club members before
each athletic season commences and
then again in the summer as a year
wrap-up.The newsletter includes season previews of all of the athletic
teams, an article from a chosen
coach's standpoint and an article written by a student athlete.
The influence of the C Club
reaches beyond the realm of general
athletic support in order to aid individual student-athletes in career
planning choices. C Club member
and former president Art Bennan '68
is currently involved in expanding
an alumni-mentoring initiative for
student-athletes. Brennan has been
working with coaches to match up
student athletes with alumni athletes
who now work in a field of the student 's interest. This type of athletic
networking has been taking place for
many years with coaches with long
tenures who have developed strong
tics with alumni, but Brennan is now
looking to establish a more formal
program that will benefit newer
coaches who have not yet developed
their own alumni networks. "The
networks usually involve alumni

and negative forecasts range from
social to economic. For example, the
participants in this study will be
revealing extremely private information, including their disease histories,
genetic predispositions (i.e. having a
gene mutation known to cause an
increased chance of colon cancer),
lifestyle choices and others. Friends,
coworkers, or potential employers
and insurers will have access to this
information, as the project's intent is
to allow public viewing and usage of
each participant 's DNA. An employer
may not want to hire an employee
with increased heart attack risk , or to
insure the children of an employee
with a history of type- 1 diabetes.
Luckily for them , however,
President Bush signed the Genetic
Information Nondiscrimination Act
this past May, which outlaws discrimination by employers or insurers
on the basis of one's genetic characteristics. This federal bill is a powerful and important new piece of
legislation, but only time will tell
whether it will prove effective in
deterring genetic discrimination as
more and more genetic information
is available in the public domain.
In my opinion, projects such as the
HGP and the newly launched PGP are
paving the way for future discoveries
that will be paramount in understanding disease, especially of those pnmarily genetic in origin, such as
cancer. And by doing so in a public
forum, the speed of discovery will be
increased significantly, allowing for
worldwide collaboration and contribution from a variety of sectors, both
academic and corporate. I may just
sign up to participate and put my
genome out there for the world to
scrutinize, and you can too by visiting
the Personal Genome Project's website at www.personalgenomes.org.
games coupled with the opportunity
to talk about career paths and internship opportunities," Brennan said.
Head basketball coach Dick
Whitmore and head women's soccer
coach Jen Holsten are what Brennan
describes as "good examples" of
coaches who have been working for
years to match-up current studentathletes with alumni.
Wilson believes that the influence
of alumni on student-athletes can
stretch farther than athletics and
career networking. He stressed that
the C Club has the ability to bring
alumni closer to students in order to
share advice and insight about college life and decision-making: "I
think that alumni can really encourage students to get involved with all
the opportunities that Colby has to
offer—it should not just be about
athletics for the students."
The C Club currently has a few
projects in the works in order to support athletic initiatives. It is raising
money to purchase equipment that
would allow athletic games to be
broadcast on the Internet in real time.
Likewise, they are hosting a reception after the men 's basketball game
at Mulhenberg College on Nov. 21.
This is an opportunity for alumni to
meet the basketball team and former
Vice President of College Relations,
now President of Mulhenberg
College, Randy Helm.
"We're here to keep athletics in
the hearts and minds of people,"
Weston said

PHOTOS COUHIESV OF IIWR MAZZEO

Mazzeo s most recent publication (left); the author and professor (right).

Professor finds muse
in luxe bottle of bubbly
University, which is located in a
wine region. It was dunng her "less
than glamorous job" at the
University of Wisconsin, however,
Tilar J. Mazzeo, assistant profes- that a more concrete idea for the
sor of English at the College, knows story began to form. She and a group
a smart businesswoman when she of teachers would get together after
sees her. So well , in fact, that she work to complain about their jobs
discovered one on the label of her and share a bottle of Veuve Clicquot ,
favorite champagne and decided to their favorite champagne. "One day,"
write about it. Her most recent Mazzeo said, "I said to my friends
book . The Widow Clicquot * was I' m going to write a book about it. "
Thus, Mazzeo began a painstakpublished by Harper Collins and
ing research process that involved
released just last week.
The book is part biograph y, part digging through dusty archives ,
cultural history and tells the true meeting with women winemakers
story of the woman on the Veuve and company presidents in Napa ,
Clicquot champagne label , Barbc- California and asking around at
local bars and
Nicole Clicquot
bistros in France.
Ponsardin , who
The book was
created a chamcompleted in the
pagne empire in
spring of 2006,
early nineteenthwhile Mazzeo was
century France.
teaching at the
Ponsardin , now a
College. Mireille
legend in her
Guiliano , a New
native
country,
York Times besttook over her husselling author, and
band's wine busiformer C.E.O of
ness after he died
Clicquot , Inc., has
of typhoid. She
praised the book,
risked financial
saying, "what a
stability during a
time of economic
Mireille Guiliano gift to have this
wellcrisis and paved
new,
Former C.E.O. of Clicquot. Inc.
the way for future
researched biography of one of the
female entrepreneurs during a time of cultural world's first 'legitimate * businessrigidity. Her success depended on women—our contemporary as a
the fact that "when awful things global business leader."
Mazzeo has signed a contract
happened to her in life, she was
able to see that there were opportu- with Harper Collins for two more
books. She is almost finished with
nities ," Mazzeo said.
The Veuve Clicquot is now an one of them, a guidebook to Napa
established champagne brand and County, which will be released in the
the epitome of "glamour, style and spring of 2010. The other will detail
luxury." Ponsardin's discovery of the history of Chanel No. 5 perfume ,
remuage, an effective method of an exciting account that describes
removing yeast from bottles fol- the product 's international appeal
lowing the carbonation process , and earlier prevalence on the black
made champagne more affordable , market. The book will also be
and no longer a product available released in the fall of 2010 to coinonl y to the wealthy elite. Mazzeo cide with the premiere of a movie
joked that if it wasn 't for about the same topic. Mazzeo will
Ponsardin , there would be no take a research leave this spring in
Champagne on the Steps, regard- order to finish the book on time. She
less of the College 's recent deci- plans to spend part of her time in
sion to abandon the tradition.
New York City, utilizing the New
Mazzco's inspiration for the book York Public Library and visiting
was partly personal and partly acad- Chanel's United States headquarters ,
emic, as her intellectual focus has and part of her time in France,
been on material cultures and com- exploring the National Archives in
modities, or "how things people buy Pans and visiting Grasscr, the peraffect literature." She developed an fume-making capital of the world.
The Widow Clicquot is currently
appreciation for wine during her first
teaching position at Oregon State available at the Colby bookstore
By RACHEL GOFF
NEWS STAFF

What a gift to
have this new,
well-researched
biography of
one of the
world's first
'legitimate' businesswomen...

Open Doors toforBring Out Human Potential

Exciting opportunities

Teachers

There is perhaps no greater feeling of accomplishment than the
knowledge that you've made a difference in the life of another person
At NECC* the opportunity to change lives of children with autism for
the better is something we encounter every day.
who are achievement-oriented and focused
At NECC,we seek out people work
onreward
a career in special education and applied behavior analysis (ABA).
In
for the challenging
you do, we provide a supportive
environment, an outstanding benefits package, and development
opportunities unequaled in our field.
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BOSTON • ABU DHABI

• Earn your Master's degree in one of our on —
campus programs
• Work with colleagues in a world renowned
school on the loading edge of research and
treatment for Autism
• Leant to use the principles of ABA to improve
the lives of children with special needs
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Local Events
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Happening in town
Dinner and The Full Monty
Waterville Opera House
Waterville, Maine
Sunday, November 9, from 2 PM
On Sunday, November 9, many Waterville
restaurants are offering student discounts
before and after Waterville Opera House's
i showing of The Full Monty, which is offering student discounts to the show. Students can take
advantage of the student discount by getting
tickets at the Goldfarb Center booth through
Friday in Pulver. In addition, anyone with a valid
Colby ID can get tickets at a discount one hour
before the show at the Opera House. The Full
j Monty is a show about unemployed steel workers who "come up with a bold way to make
some quick cash. In the process they explore
the ultimate themes about taking charge of
one's life and following one's dreams."

Downtown Waterville Farmers' Market
The Concourse
Main Street, Waterville
Every Thursday until November 20
2:00 PM - 6:00 PM

Senior is new state representative

Former city
councilor now
represents
Waterville

By KATRINA GRAVEL
STAFF WRITER

It came as no surprise to Henry
Beck '09 that be had won the race for
Maine State Representative. His confidence stems from the fact that he
has been running unopposed ever
since his Republican opponent ,
Andrew Kabatzmck 'OS. dropped out
of the race Beck will take his seat
among the 151 members of the
Maine House of Representatives
when the 124th session of Maine
Legislature convenes on December
3rd, 2008. He will replace Democrat
Marilyn Canavafi as the representative of District 76
When asked how he would balance being a Colb y student and executing his duties as State Rep , Beck
said "The firs! thing 1 think people
learn in college is how many hours
there arc in a day It all gets done. I
am confident the work will get
done " He added that "our
Legislature is a citizen body, and we
have teachers, farmers, and business
peop le who serve I represent people
who work more and harder jobs; if
they can do it. I can too."
With such a strong work ethic , it is
no wonder that Beck has continued
campaigning despite running unopposed "I have an obligation to build

a relationship with peop le in my district," he said "The more people I
talk with, the better prepared I can be
to work on important issues that
affect Waterville and Oakland. "
The key points of Beck's platform,
outlined
on
his
website
www.henrybcck.com , reflect his
desire to improve his community and
address the concerns of the people. He
is an advocate for safer communities,
fighting domestic violence and
proposing extra police patrols of
Watcrville's North End. He also hopes
to bring affordable healthcare to
Maine families, and wants to bring
about tax reform.
"We must accomplish comprehensive tax reform in this upcoming lcgislanvc session," he said. "Taxpayers
need it, voters want it. and the times
demand it. " Beck is also a firm believer in suslainability. He is the Chair of
the Waterville Committee on
Environmental Sustainability, and
wants to see "a serious revamping of
energy production in the Northeast."
Part of that revamp ing includes making it affordable to install and use alternative energy.
Beck can 't pinpoint exactly when
he felt the urge to participate in politics, it seems to have come naturally
to him from a young age. He mentioned that much of his desire to give
back to his community stems from
his parents. "I' m my own person,"
He said. "But I think I inherit my
desire for an active role from them
and my experience growing up with
the people here that shaped me."

Every Thursday in downtown Waterville , local
farmers come together to offer a variety of
locally grown produce and homemade goods.
Ranging from fruits and vegetables to cheese
and herbs, the farmers ' market has everything
you need for a good meal away from Foss,
Dana or Bob's.

\Colby p r of e s s o r loses city race

Reisert lost his election bid

J Incumbent wins Watervillemayoralrace
Republican mayor Paul R
LePage beat his Democratic rival
in his re-ciection bid Rosemary
Winslow . his opponent , was a city
councilor , representing Ward 3.
LePage received 3.611 votes ,
while Winslow got 3,423 LePage
has been serving as mayor since
2005
— Isaac Opper LocalNewsEditor
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saw recordy.turnout.

Area hospital announces
eventual consolidation

Construction on
hospital in
Augusta planned
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

TurnoutinMaineexpectedto exceed80%
W**

IOM SOUIER/THE COLBY ECHO

Thayer Campus, down the hill from Colbv. will not have inpatient services.

By ISAAC OPPER
LePage was re-elected mayor

Maine Secretary of he
State Matthew
Dunlap announced that expects voter
turnout to exceed 80 percent of rcgistcred voters In 2004. Maine set a state
ot '74 percent of registered
casting ballots Although there were a
few minor difficulties in voting (the
town of Onno nearly ran out of ballots)
— Isaac Opper. Local Vt*n\ Editor
"
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lingering doubts . Beck is more than
willing to discuss the issues at hand.
His decision to move from city to
state politics was fueled by the fact
that the seat would be open. "Maine
faces enormous challenges and I
wanted to be part of solutions," he
said. His focus lies solely on his
upcoming term , and thus his future
political plans remain unknown. His
determination to work hard for his
community is obvious in his
response when asked if he felt anxious about becoming State Rep. "I
am eager to begin my term," he said.
"It 's game time."

Plum Creek update

Jym St. Pierre has been recommending that the land be used for a Maine
Woods National Park for over a
decade. He explains: "If these lands
Just north of Waterville, residents were part of a national park and pre_and developers m Piscataquis and serve, they would be protected for
-Somerset Counties have Aftgagcd in a their natural features and made availfour-year debate over the future of able forever for appropriate public
the Moosehead Lake region. use . peop le would be able to enjoy
Moosehead is the largest sing le body the wild character of the region in
of fresh water in New England and it traditional ways." However, the state
contains I the most undeveloped simpl y does not have the funds to
woodlands east of the Mississippi. turn the land into a national park.
Although, the area is known as a
Other opponents acknowledge
weekend getaway spot, for the most that although some development will
,
it
has
enjoyed
relatively
little
inevitabl
y take place. Plum Creek 's
part
development.
plan is too ambitious. They predict
Plum Creek Timber Company, that under the proposal , their region
Inc. piifjahased 900,000 of these will be flooded with hundreds of outacres in I198. In December 2004, it of-state tourists. The increased volproposcdlts first plans to subdivide ume on the road and waterways
the land^i include 975 house lots, could cause pollution, jeopardizing
two resorts, a golf
water quality and
course , a marina.
the recreational
three RV parks and
fisheries. In addiapproximatel y 100
tion , traffic also
rental
cabins.
threatens the safeSeveral residents
ty of local wildlife,
and conservationincluding the fedists
quickly
erally protected
opposed the plan.
Canadian lynx.
The
Natural
After four years
Resources Council
of debate and
of Maine argued
modification to the
that it was "too
Plum Creek develmuch development
John Simko opment plans , the
and in the wrong
Maine Land Use
Greenville Town Manager
places [and] proRegulation
posed no additional
Commission gave
permanent conservation.
preliminary approval to a proposal
The timber company justified its made last month . The new plan still
growth by noting the economic bene- calls for approximately 975 house
fits that development would have m lots and two resorts. However, hunthe surrounding communities. In a dreds of thousands of acres of land
"Concept Plan for Plum Creek' s will be dedicated towards conservaLands in the Moosehead Lake tion for public access and commerRegion," they cite "the economy and cial
forestry. Much of the
future well being of the existing ser- construction has been moved away
vice centers of Greenville and from the water and other areas that
Jackman, and the villages at have been identified as needing more
Rockwood . Beaver Cove and permanent protection.
Kokadjo" as one of its primary goals.
Luke Muzzy, one of Plum Creek's
The resorts and the public access to architects, was optimistic: "We've
recreational facilities would stimulate been working on this for four years
the local economy, creating new jobs so we arc hoping we can get it
for the unemployed. Greenville Town through."
Manager John Simko has been supCathy Johnson, the Senior Staff
portive of Plum Creek, commenting: Attorney and North Woods Project
"I think most people in town feel that Director at the Natural Resources
the plan is predominantly a good plan Council of Maine , was disappointed
for the region." Proponents of the plan by the commission 's decision. She
note that although the region is one of asserts: "The commission clearly did
the most scenic in Maine, it is also not listen to the Maine people." At
one of the most economically dis- public hearings last winter, hundreds
tressed.
testified against Plum Creek. If the
Critics, who include the Maine plan is officially approved, oppoEnvironmental Policy Institute, the nents have threatened legal action in
Natural Resources Council of Maine Maine 's Superior Court.
and RESTORE: The North Woods,
A final vote on the Plum Creek
disagree with Plum Creek's propos- project is expected to be made this
al. Maine Director of RESTORE winter
NEWS STAFF

news briefs

Harriet S. Wiswcll and George
C. Wiswell Jr. Associate
Professor of American
Constitutional Law Joe Reisert
lost his bid for the Ward 2 City
Council seat, which was the seat
vacated by Henry Beck '09. He
was defeated by Democrat MaryAnne Beal 596 to 337.
—Isaac Opper. Local News
Editor

Beck's family has been in
Waterville for three generations. Beck
also cited former US Senator and
Waterville resident George Mitchell
as one of his political inspirations.
"I admire him for his hard work,
his humility, and his commitment to
the people of Maine," he said.
Beck became the youngest member of the Waterville City Council
when he was elected in 2006, but he
hasn 't let people use his youth
against him. "People should judge
me on my record ," he asserted ,
adding that his experience as City
Councilor will help him in his term
as State Rep. For anyone who has

By BENJAMIN COOK

. . ,

local

Henry Beck '09 will represent District 76 when the 124th session
of the Maine Legislature convenes next year in A ugusta.

After much deliberation , a plan has
been announced by MaincGeneral
Health to build a new regional hospital in Augusta. Althoug h the details of
the plan are unclear at this point, this
will eventuall y lead to the closure of
the current hospital in downtown
Augusta In addition , the move will
likel y lead to the closure of the inpatient units at Thayer, just down the hill
from Colby, and Scton. which is also
in Waterville.
The discussion of a possible move
is not a recent one MaincGeneral
Health Chief Executive Officer Scon
Bullock said that the MaineGcneral
Health board looked at plans to build
a consolidated hospital for six years
before they endorsed the decision
last month. In fact , discussions about
building a new hospital have been
taking place since Kennebec Valley
Medical Center in Augusta and MidMaine Medical Center in Waterville
merged in 1997.
Construction will not take place
immediatel y. Bullock said that
MaincGeneral will wait until
December 2009 to officially file a
"certificate of need" with the state
regulators , who must approve the
proposal. Bullock said that the goal
is to have the new hospital up and
running by 2014.

Reaction to the proposal has been
mixed. Some, like Augusta City
Councilor Edward Coffin , are excited.
"It 's going to be great for the continued growth of the city of
Augusta. " he told the Morning
Sentinel "Augusta is , trul y, the hub
of central Maine. Medical care is
going to be great for the region here.
The cancer center is already a great
place. And I think there will be a lot
of spinoff businesses and medical
offices out there."
Others are not so enthusiastic.
"Well, we don 't like it , but what
can we do?" Fairfield resident
Katherinc Boucher asked in an inter
view with the Sentinel. "We will
continue making donations to
Thayer as long as it 's here, and when
it 's not , we will transfer to Inland
[the other hospital in Waterville]."
Much of the concerns involve
either the economic effects on
Waterville of the move or the access
of those in Waterville to quality
medical care. Both Waterville mayoral candidates agreed in their
debate that it is a loss, but not one
that will be the end of Waterville.
"Obviously, it 's a big loss to the city
of Waterville," LePage said, but
remarked that he could understand the
desire of MaincGeneral to consolidate.
Winslow agreed , adding that , "It 's
not the worst of the worst."
For their part , spokesmen from
Inland Hospital in Waterville ,
Redington-Fairvicw
General
Hospital in Skowhegan , Franklin
Memorial Hospital in Farmington
and Scbasticook
Hospital
in
Pittsficld all agree that the move
won 't significantly affect the number of patients they receive.

I think most
people in town
feel that the
plan in predominantly a good
plan for the
region

Renovated building ready to welcome new occupants

HATHAWAY CREATIVE CENTER

The building is equipped
with air conditioning, but
with air off the Kennebec
flowing through the windows, Boghossian doubts that
occupants will use it more
than 10 days a year. The
building will also save energy
with its high efficiency heating system.
"It 's beautiful and new and
clean," Boghossian said of
the Hathaway. "But has
authenticity because it 's a
genuine, old, historic structure that has 100 years of history. You can 't duplicate that
in a new building. "
CM€tS£A EAKlN/TWt COLBY ECHO
By the time the class of
The large 1890s style windows are part of the Hathaway s historic appeal.
2009 graduates, Boghossian
expects the building to be
substantially
full.
In
Boghossian said. The large windows January he expects 350 people to
allow natural light to pour through, be living and working at the
making any type of lighting almosi Hathaway and a year from now
there will be 150 more.
unnecessary.

Alumnus project
downtown nears
completion

The adjacent building will eventually become a conference center.
And the third building, formerly
Marden 's Furniture, will become a
boutique hotel and artisan center.
Boghossian envisions a year-round
version of the Homecoming
Weekend craft fair, or the artisan
booths at the Common Ground
Country Fair. "I think there 's an
appetite for that," he said. According
to the Maine Arts Commission database, there are 206 registered artists
and arts organizations within a 20mile radius of Waterville.
"I want people to seek this place
out as a destination," Boghossian
said.
On Saturday Nov. 15 and Sunday
Nov. 16 the former Marden s
Furniture building will feature a
selection of products from Unique
Designs, a boutique store set to open
in the Hathaway Creative Center in
the spring of 2009.

Paul Boghossian '76 outside what will be the main first f loor entrance
to the Hathaway Creative Center. The building will house 500 people.

By CHELSEA EAKIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Edgy, industrial , cool and hip.
These are all words Paul Boghossian
'(¦> used to describe the feel of the
new Hathaway Creative Center.
Boghossian and his team were
racing the clock" last week to put
the finishing touches on the third
tloor of the Hathaway, just in time to
welcome the renovated building's
first new occupants—employees of
MaineGeneral and the HealthReach
Network.
The project broke ground in
J.inuary, after three years of planning
,md much anticipation. Boghossian,
a Rhode Island developer, and his
partner. Thomas Neimann of North
Carolina, purchased the former
Hathaway shirt factory from the City
of Waterville in December 2007,
marking the beginning of the first
phase in a $65 to 70 million plan to
renovate not only the Hathaway, but
also the adjacent buildings in the
abandoned
Lockwoods
Mills
Complex off of Water Street.
Boghossian is reviving the complex that anchors downtown
Waterville and renovating it to
house apartments , artisan space,
offices , restaurants and shops. The
construction is modernizing the
structure while at the same time pre*
serving aspects of its historic

It's beautiful
and new and
clean , but has
authenticity
because it's a
genuine, old ,
historic
structure that
has 100 years
of history.
Paul Boghossian '76

Developer

appeal, such as the lofty ceilings,
large 1890s style windows and old
w ooden staircases.
The brick and granite building is
ne of several cotton mills constructed along the river by the Lockwood
Compan y in the late 1800s. The
buildin g is best known as the manutjcturing headquarters of the
Hathaway
Shirt
Company.
Hathaway, which operated out of
Waterville for 165 years, was one of
the nation 's largest shirt manufactures and was nationally recognized
for its unique style.
The fourth and fifth floors are
bein g furnished to house 66 onebedroom studio apartments appealing to two demographics—young
professionals whose stay in
Waterville may be temporary, for
Example non-tenure track profeswrs and medical professionals on
rotation , and an older crowd of
people who want a convenient living space ("people sick of shovelnig snow," Boghossian said) within
walking distance to town. There
ire already over 200 people signed
»n as interested in renting the
apartments once they are completed next year.
An insurance company will occupy part of the second floor in a space
"verlooking the Kennebec River
w ith breathtaking views. "They told
me 'we have to have this space,*"
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believe in something better"

WEDNESDAY

VOTING IN RECORD NUMBERS

Realms of Faith:
Medieval Art
Art Museum
12 p.m.
Litugical Music
fro m the Middle Ages and Renaissance , a performance as part of this semester 's exhibit
Christina Garcia Lecture
Diamond 142
7 p.m.
Garcia is a Cuban-born American journalist and
novelist who turned to writing fiction after working
for Time Magazine. She is the author of many novels including "Dreaming in Cuban " (1992).

THURSDAY
Educator's Alley
Cotter- LoPo
9 a.m.
Interviews

Gelbard Lecture: The U.S. Role in Global
War Crimes Prosecutions
Diamond 122

4 p.m.

Lecture will be given by Ambassador Clint
Williamson from the Office of War Crimes Issues
Hlrakl Sawa Talk
Bixler 154
4:30 p.m.
Using video animation , Hiraki Sawa combines actual footage with superimposed images to create
imaginary, often miniature worlds
More that One Yellow Brick Road after
Colby: Five Alumni, Five Different Careers
Pugh Center
6 p.m.
A Panel discussion that focuses on transitioning
from Colby to the work place. Five alumni will
explain how they used their liberal arts education
to pursue their career paths

THOMAS DOLUER/TME COLBY ECHO

A student casts her vole in the historic 2008 election downtown in Waterville at the American Legion Hall: Bourque-Lanigan Post no.5

SATURDAY

MONDAY

Wilderness First Aid Seminar
Olin 1
7 a.m.
Come to this lecture to get started on your training
so you can lead outing club trips

Post-Election
Dana- Fairchlld
12 p.m.
Question and Answer Session

Football vs. Bowdoin
Seaverns Field at Bill Alfond Stadium

Barclay's Summer Internship
Diamond 141
7 p.m.

12:30 p.m.
Code Blue Game
Come out for t-shirts , half-time games , and food

A presentation of the summer internship program
for all interested students
Colby Family Skate
Colby Improv Show
Cotter- LoPo
9 p.m.
Take a break from studying and come out for some
genuine entertainment and laughs

FRIDAY
Health Center Clinic
Cotter- LoPo

11 a.m.

Alfond Hockey Rink

A selected movie highlighting Asian stereotypes
and the impact on the community at large and on
Asian Americans with a discussion to follow

Music at Colby Series
Lorimer Chapel
7:30 p.m.
Colby Wind Ensemble Concert
Defying Gravity; Tangos
Undergrounded Marches and Movies

8:30 p.m.
Sign-up your team of 10 to win an iplay t-shirt and
other spirit prizes , just make sure you can dodge

"Oil, Dependency, and the Alternatives"
with author Michael Klare
CCAK Event
Page Commons
8 p.m.
Mentor Connection

TUESDAY
ES Colloquium "Biodiversity: Buzzword or
Fundamental Concept"
Olin 1
7 p.m.
With Mark Hunter, a professor of conservation biology at the University of Maine
Overland

SUNDAY
Pllates
Althletic Center- Aerobics Room
12 p.m.
Come for a great work out and relaxing start to a
day full of studying

iPlay Oodgeball Tournament
Wadsworth Gymnasium

America's Energy Future
Roberts- 1st Floor Lobby
12 p.m.

4:30 p.m.
Come out and join family and friends for
an afternoon on the ice

Flu shots!
Get yours now before you get sick
Asian Stereotypes in Hollywood
Pugh Center
6 p.m.

• 9869ri

Catholic Mass
Lorimer Chapel
4:30 p.m.
Come join fellow Colby students
in weekly prayer

Cotter- Phi/son Lounge
7 p.m.
Information Session
Visiting Lovejoy Journalist:
Tom Edsall of the Hufflnton Post
Diamond 142
7 p.m.
Edsall, political editor and professor at Columbia
will discuss his experience in journalism
Senior Class Event
Miller 014
10 p.m.
Study break

T Highlights ~l
This week at Colby

DECIDERS IN DIAMOND

How are you going to
celebrate tonight's result?

THIS WEEK'S POLL QUESTION
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"Real Life Dilemmas In Medical Ethics''
A Goldfarb Lecture
Diamond 122

"The theme
of my
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Thursday, November 6, 2008
7 p.m.

^^

Lecture given by Dr. Frank Chessa,
a clinical ethicist at
Maine Medical Center

This week online
www.colbyecho.com

¦
will be Barack
¦
Obama. "
I

—Danny Wasserman
09

Do you f eel like your
stuff is saf e on
campus?

LAST ISSUE'S RESULTS

Should the SAT's be required
for admission?

Junior and Senior Classes Sponsor Trip
to the Portland Pirates Game
Buses leave from Lovejoy Circle
Friday, November 7, 2008
5:30 p.m.
After the game, the group will head next door to
Stadium Bar and Grill for discounted food and
drinks! 21+ bring I.D.
Tickets $10 on sale in Pulver from 4 p.m. -6
p.m. everyday this week

"I'm going to buy a
flannel shirt for every
electoral vote that
Obama wins."
—Pat Roche 09 I
:¦¦ -

;
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Women In Synagogue
A 'Revolution ' Realized
Monday, November 10, 2008
7 p.m.
The panel presentation and discussion will feature Rabbi Carolyn Braun, Rabbi Susan Bulba
Carvutto, and Cantor Deborah Marlowe
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—Jamie Goldring '09
and Lissa Martin '09
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Attention Colby Students!
This is your community forum, so what do you want to see here?
Please email Sarah Bruce at svbruce@colb y.edu
with any cartoons, art work, written pieces, club announcements or
whatever your imagination possesses you to do.
This is your place to be seen and heard, so take advantage of it every
week.

Want to submit a photo,
artwork or cartoon f or
Forum?
svbruce@colby.edu
JOKAS '
SPECIALS
Leinenkugels Honey Weiss
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Gary's Summer Ale (Half barrel)
Was $164.99 now $79.99 + tax & deposit
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JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

Local residents waited in line to register through Maine s same-day registration program before casting a general election ballot.

THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

www.weather.com

Few Showers

Showers

Showers

Showers

Mostly Sunny

Partly Cloudy

HIGH 59 LOW 44

HIGH OU LOW 46

HIGH 67 LOW 41

HIGH 56 LOW 36

HIGH 47 LOW 33

HIGH 48 LOW 32
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FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

Play utilizes subtlety to scare

Powder and Wig
puts on another
strong show
By CAITLIN VANCE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This ts a review of Thursday
nig ht s' performance at ':30 p m
Powder & Wig presented The
Woman in Black last weekend, just
in time for Halloween. The p lay
was advertised as a ghost story, and
when I asked actor Grant Patch '12
what 1 should expect, he reported
that the p lay "has been giving me
nightmares lor weeks!" He then
assured me that he was not joking.
The play was performed in the
Cellar Theater in Runnals. As soon
as I walked into the theater . I heard
comments from the audience such
as. "This is such a creepy space!"
and "This is such creepy music!"
The Cellar Theater is small and
intimate, with the actors just a few
short feet from the audience. The
set was minimal, as was the cast ,
with only three actors , althoug h
some of the actors took on several
roles The actors did the scene
changes , and the effects were subtle There was some recorded noise
and changes in lighting, but noth-

ances , and no stabbing scenes, yet
her presence was incredibl y unsettling. When she was not on stage,
the audience nervously anticipated
her next appearance. It was clear that
the audience was afraid, because
people were starting to appeal to
humor. One audience member joked ,
"What if the woman in black just
started booty-shaking?"
Another important moment that
added to the creepiness of this p lay
was the very end, when it was
revealed that the actual woman in
black , not an actress playing her. had
appeared to haunt the Actor while
the men were acting out events
involving her. Earlier in the play, the
Actor had thanked Mr. Kipps for his
"surprise." Mr. Kipps assumed that
by a surprise the Actor was referring
to Mr. Kipps ' success at learning his
lines. At the end. however, the Actor
asks Mr. Kipps where he found such
a wonderful actress. Kipps said he
had seen no such woman in the theater, revealing the woman in black
was actually present in the theater.
One audience member was particularly excited that she "called it."
The Woman in Black demonstrated the strength of rel ying on psychological suspense rather then
visual stimulation in a thriller. It
left the audience appropriately
scared to leave a lit building and
journey into the dark.

scary. One audience member would
not let go of my arm for several
minutes. The next day, she was still
exclaiming, "That was so creepy!"
She also informed me that she did
not go to the library the night
before , because she was afraid to
walk there alone in the dark. One
important choice that made this
play scary was excluding the
woman in black , a ghost Kipp
encountered in the story being
acted out, from
the cast list.
This made her
appearance far
more shocking,
walking from
the back of the
space throug h
the audience to
reach the stage
upon
first
appearance. My
friends and I
discussed this
—
during intermission ,
during
which we were required to briefly
leave the theater (the mysterious
reason for this request added to the
creepiness of the show, although in
fact this request was made for an
important scene change). At the
end of the show, we were even
asked not to mention her appearance to anyone. The woman in
black had no lines, few appear-

ing to distract from the acting and
tum this p lay into a flash y spectacle.
The p lay took place entirely inside a
small theater, and featured two men
(Patch as "Mr. Kipps " and Sam
Deeran ' 12 as "an Actor") acting out
an experience had by Mr. Ki pps.
The minimalist nature of the set,
cast , and effects complemented the
style in which the play executed its
role as a horror show. Instead of
resorting to cheap gory spectacle .
the
show
employed subtle creepiness
throug h what
director Alex
Bassett *10 , in
his Director 's
Notes , wrote
were "character development and a
slow, building
sense of discomfort." This
play avoided
disgusting
images, shocking loud noises and
cheap thrills - Rather , it built suspense and discomfort slowly
through well-crafted subtlety and a
psychologically disturbing storyline. Again in his Director 's Notes,
Bassett noted that this play might
be more aptly described as a "gothic thriller " than a "horror show."
That said , this play was indeed

"The Woman in
Black" demonstrated the
strength of relying
on psychological
suspense rather
than visual stimulation in a thriller.

Filmreveals an inspiring tale
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By SUZANNE MERKELSON
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Barry Simmons was a local news
reporter in Nashville "looking for a
good story " He then met Milton
Ochieng, a Kenyan medical student at
Vanderbilt
Ochieng
showed
Simmons his blueprints for a medical
clinic he was planning to build back in
his village, which was miles from the
nearest medical treatment facility. By
the end of the conversation, Simmons
knew this story was "too big for a
newscast." He decided to leave his job
and make a documentary. Sons oj
Luala , which was screened in
tDstrove
Auditorium
Sunday
November 2. is the end result of two
years of his work
Molly Corbett 09 decided to bring
the film to the College after reading

«—

Monday

about the story of Milton and his
brother, Fred (also a medical student
at Vanderbilt), this summer. "I thought
it would be a great thing to show at
Colby," she said. "We have so many
speakers and events, but not many
films. The brothers went to
Dartmouth and that's so similar to
Colby, I really thought people could
relate to their story."
The film recounts the Ochieng
brothers' journey from their village
in Kenya to the U.S., where they
attended college together. Along the
way, they received constant support
from their family and their village.
Their father was a teacher who
dreamt of building a clinic in the village before, like the Ochiengs' mother, dying of AIDS. Their village
played an integral role in helping the
brothers attend school; they felt compelled to give back.
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We are by far
the smallest
community to
be selected...It 's
a testament to
the strength of
our film
program.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Tuesdays 12 to 1 p.m.
Philson Lounge

Saturday

—

EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Colby Symphony Orchestra entertained a packed Lorimer Chapel. Ushers f o r the concert just had
enough programs to give out to excited family members, friends and music enthusiasts. The groups pre
sented a fabulous program, bringing hack alum Emily Parker '08 f o r a piece on the violin. The Music
Department offers many more strong performances coming up throughout the rest of the semester.
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Friday

Director of the Colby College
Museum of Art and Chief Curator,
echoed Haines by saying that the
Waterville has been selected as city 's participation "points to the
one of six cities in the country to position of Waterville as a film
host the American Film Institute's community."
Since 1998, Waterville has been
Project 20/20, a program designed to
promote cultural understanding home of the Maine International Film
Festival, something
through film. The
that the museum has
Colby
College
Museum of Art
collaborated on for
influenced
the
the past two year,
selection
by
Corwin said that the
museum 's role in
agreeing to serve
as a partner in
Project 20/20 is a
testament to "the
presenting Project
College's interest in
20/20.
elevating the profile
This is the first
time
a
New
of film studies '
Earlier this year the
England commuCollege announced
nity has been choit was creating a
sen to host the
film studies minor
project. The other
Project 20/20 is
cities are St.
Shannon
Haines
Louis,
MO;
supported by the
Waterville Main Street
Honolulu ,
HI;
President 's
Dallas, TX; Santa
Committee on the
Fe, NM; and
Arts
and
the
National
Silver Spring, MD. "It's huge for Humanities ,
Waterville," Shannon Haines, director Endowment for the Arts, the
of both Waterville Main Street and the National Endowment for the
Maine International Film Festival, Humanities and the Institute of
told the Af orning Sentinel. "We are by Museum and Library Services.
far the smallest community to be
The Project will likely take place in
sclected.[...]It 's a testament to the April of next year. "I hope Colby stu
strength of our film program."
dents will take advantage of this.'
Sharon Corwin, Carol yn Muzzy Corwin said.
By CHELSEA EAKIN

ORCHESTRA CONCERT

"I was inspired by the fact that they
came to the United States, became
doctors, and still went back to their
village," Corbett said. "It was so
touching how everyone sold their
goats, their cows, their chickens to
buy Milton a plane ticket. The story
reminds us how fortunate and lucky
we are."
Simmons depends on reactions like
Corbett's as he travels around the
country showing his film, especially
to students. He described his campaign to raise money for the clinic,
which has now been completed, as
"very grassroots. We target students,
not just for the money, but to capture
their inspiration."
Fundraising efforts have reached
almost $250,000. The Ochieng
Memorial Lwala Community Health
Center has seen over 20,000 patients
since its opening in April 2007.
According to Simmons, donations
inspired by the film alone have helped
fund a new maternity wing.
The showing at the College has
raised about $700 in cash and
checks, according to Corbett.
Simmons hopes that students take
away more than a desire to donate. *'l
want people to be reminded of the
world out there," he said. "I hope the
film gives a picture of mobility and
courage and holds a mirror up to you,
inspiring you to get out there."
If interested in donating to the
Lwala Community Alliance or to
simply
learn
more ,
visit
http://1waIacommunityaIliance.org.

Molly Corbett 09 helped bring Sons of Lwala to campus last weekend.

City to host film fest
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Wednesday, Nov. 5: live broadcast from Puh/er Pavilion!
Friday, Nov. 7: iPlay dodgeball tournament featuring music from WMHB!
Saturday, Nov. 8: live broadcast of FOOTBALL vs. BOWDOIN (get there

early for free WMHB giveaways!)

Wednesday, Nov, 12: Concert featuring The Native Americans and The
Wounded Soldiers (Lo-Po, 9pm. Prizes from WMHB & LuzlCare!)
Coming soon: Crvll Discourse On-Air, live WMHB broadcasts from the Pub,
**
*
a oran(,-new website, and more! Join the email list at www.wmhb.org.
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™»• Colb y'» own «tudent-run radio station and
Central Maine's only choice for alternative music! With the help of over
100 volunteer DJs, we broadcast live 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, at
89.7FM and online at www.wmhb.org.

WMHB Walerville 89 -7

WMHB plays NEW music In all genres, from alternative rock to techno to
blues to world to hip-hop. We also feature weekly community and public
affairs programming.
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-FM Radio: tune your radio to 89.7FM (listen In your carl)
-Online: visit www.wmhb.org and listen in a number of streaming formats
-ITunes: select "Radio ' and click on "College." We're listed under "WMHB"

REVIEWS

SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS: ESTHER BOYD '09

Smart and iiinnydepiction of the American Family in show
+-* By Emily Hansen, staff writer

COURTESY OF ESTHER BUTE

Esther Boyd '09 is involved in many activities across campus.

Senior has lit up stage
in Runnals for four years

been a comedy.
on
Bead s' p a s s i andtot
Boyd 's talent for humor, how' isn 't all behind the scenes.
entinIhecf erisapparever,
She is the senior director for
entinheracting
Colby Improv, which she enthusiBy RACHEL GOFF
NEWS STAFF

Esther Boyd '09 is probably
known by more people than she
even realizes. Aside from taking a
heavy load of classes , Boyd is one
of the most well-known students
involved in acting, singing and
improvisation. Throughout het
time at the College she has taken
on a variety of roles in several
p lays demonstrating versatility.
Boyd has been very involved in
ihe Theater and Dance Department
at the College since she first
stepped foot on campus. Though
she acknowledges that the drama
program is limited , she loves how
its small size "allows people to gel
involved right
away and do
things. " Boyd
has definitely
taken advantage
of this opportunity . She acted
in three productions and even
directed a show
when she was
only a firsty e a r .
Sophomore
year,
she
became
the
board technical
director , where
she got more
involved
in
behind
the
scenes work. "I like directing a lot
more than performing," she says.
As a senior, Boyd is now president of Powder and Wig, the
College 's student theater group,
and has directed five shows ,
including the recent production of
Neil Simon 's Rumors, which Boyd
is happy to say "went really well. "
The show 's humor demonstrated Boyd's flair for comedy, which
lias been evident in her past productions as well. Boyd's favorite
production was The Foreigner, a
play she directed her sophomore
year. It tells the tale of a shy
British man who finds himself at a
bed and breakfast in Georgia , and
the hilarity that ensues. "It 's tike a
farce," she says. In fact , Boyd says
that everythinR she 's directed has

astically says is her favorite activity. Improv is a favorite of many at
the College, and students often
can 't wait to see the next performance. Each show demonstrates
the group 's knack for the unexpected and shocking.
Boyd often has the opportunity
to mix humor with another talent
and passion: singing. She is often
seen on stage performing with the
Megalomaniacs, and if you have
had the pleasure of seeing one of
their concerts, you know their talent for dressing in wacky and
ridiculous costumes.
With a double major in religious
studies and theater, Boyd "is definitely not relaxing" during her
senior year. She will complete her
religious studies thesis this fall,
only to begin work on her thesis
production of
Lysistrata, "the
original
sex
farce ," in the
spring. She is
excited
for
JanPlan , however, when she
will complete
an independent
study on jealousy
in
Shakespeare ,
which , she says,
will consist of
herself, her best
friend and her
professor sitting
in
Starbucks ,
drinking coffee
and discussing
the underlying themes of envy and
distrust in Shakespeare 's work.
When asked about post-graduation plans, Boyd says, "I'm not
really sure what I want to do." She
thinks it would be fun to do something that combines theater and
non-profit work , and would like to
stay involved in comedy, but is
keeping an open mind.
When Boyd presents herself on
stage she is often so fun and hilarious you want to be friends with
her (with a few exceptions , such
as her role as Zinida in The One
That Gets Slapped , where you
were afraid of her). Wherever she
ends up, here at the College students and faculty alike will
remember the comedy and fun she
brought to Mayflower Hill.

As a senior, Boyd
is now president
of Powder and
Wig...and has
directed five
shows, including
the recent production of Neil
Simon's Rumors,
which Boyd said
"went really well."
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Do you write poetry? Submit your
work to the Echo to be published.

The Echo is holding a Poetry Contest.
The winner will have his or her poem
published in the Echo and receive a ten
dollar gift certificate to Starbucks.
All entries are due before
Thanksgiving Break, on Tuesday,
November 25, 2008.
E-mail all entries to ajmello@colby.edu with the subject
line as "Echo Poetry Contest."

1

This summer I discovered the show Brothers and Sisters and since
then I have been obsessed with its candid depiction of the American
Family. For those of you who are unfamiliar with this gem of a show, I'll
give you a quick recap. The drama centers around the Walker family,
which comprises five adult siblings—Kitty, Sarah, Tommy, Kevin and
Justin—and their mother Nora (Sally Field), who is the heart and soul of
this family. After Nora 's husband William suddenly dies, the Walkers
uncover many of his secrets, including his 20-plus year affair with Holly
Harper. Fast forward to season three—Holly is now the chairwoman and
CEO of what is left of William 's company, and her daughter, Rebecca ,
who for a while was thought to be William 's child , is now dating Justin
(kind of weird, I know).
The most recent episode (as of press time) suggests that a lot of
changes are in store for the Walker Family, the most obvious being that
Nora and Holly may try to contact Ryan Lafferty, who, as it turns out, is
a product of one of William 's other extramarital affairs. It is with this
plot twist that I have the most qualms. The Walkers already did the
whole "we have an illegitimate sibling that we need to welcome into the
family" bit with Rebecca, and, thankfully, after much confusion and
awkwardness, that plot has finally been resolved. So why bring up
another farfetched storyline? It seems a little deja vu to me , and frankly
I expect more from a show that has always been a notch above your typical female-friendly drama.
But not to worry; there do seem to be many positive changes coming
down the pipe, the first of which involves Kevin , Nora 's openly gay and
Democratic son. In last week's episode , Kevin accepts a job* as the communications advisor for a Republican senator, but not just any senator.
Kevin will be working for Kitty 's conservative(ish) husband Robert ,
with whom he has always butted heads. Any plot twist that gives the hysterical (think Ross Gellar from Friends) Kevin more screen time is fine
by me. But this storyline will deliver more than just laughs. It will bring
the political substance viewers have come to expect from this drama, as
the liberal Democratic Kevin must learn to cooperate with his more con
servative brother-in-law.
Another positive change comes in Nora 's excursion into the workforce. In this past episode, she leaves the kitchen and gives a presenta-

o
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tion to a grant committee in hopes of financing a home away from home
for parents of terminall y ill children. However, given Nora 's lack of corporate experience , this attempt almost proves fruitless. Luckil y, once
Nora mentions her husband's name (remember he ran a profitable business in California), she immediately gets an interview with the head of
the grant committee. She ultimately convinces this man of her executive
capabilities by describing the demanding managerial position of a stayat-home-mom. Even though it seems unlikel y that this tirade about her
maternal responsibilities would convince a big donor to lend her money.
I am happy to see Nora leave the house and do something other than take
care of her adult children.
But regardless of what twists and turns the writers have up their
sleeves, I will undoubtedly still tune in to this smart drama. This show
has a group of wonderfully talented actors whose dramatic and comedic
capabilities make them one of the best ensemble casts on television. And
worse comes worse, even if the Ryan Lafferty plot does develop, I am
sure viewers can still count on the inevitabl y entertaining big Walker
Family dinner in which Ryan gets introduced to this crazy crew.

Picoult 's early interest; in tough issues surfaces in novel
By Amanda Mello, a&e editor

Jodi Picoult writes stories that stem from her tendency to ask and try
to answer those "what if questions. Her last few novels have been spectacular, except for my personal distaste for Change of Heart, and over the
last few weeks I have made an effort to catch up with some of her older
novels, which I had missed. Picoult has authored fifteen books of incredible power, all of which she heavily researches, and gets deeply into her
characters. After reading Keeping Faith , which Picoult wrote in 1999, I
was left struggling with how I felt about the book.
The novel begins with Picoult 's expected conflicts and human struggles, as Mariah White divorces her cheating husband Colin and struggles to put her life back together. Suddenly, her daughter Faith begins
speaking to God and even shows signs of stigmata. The media is then
at the door and a well known television atheist, tan Fletcher, parks outside waiting to call Faith's bluff on national TV. Predictably, sexual tension grows between Mariah and Ian as they fight on two different sides
of the battle.
From the summary it may be apparent that the plot is mediocre at best.
Picoult met with many religious leaders of different faiths to piece
together a larger question of "what is God?" She never claims to have all
the answers and the characters in the book all have different answers, but
the book is still a tough subject to take on and it doesn 't quite cut it. The
subject of God is one that Picoult came back to in 2008 with Change of
Heart, suggesting that perhaps even she wasn't satisfied with her initial
address of the issue. Throughout the novel Faith seems to be the cause of
many miracles, such as reviving her grandmother, curing a young boy of
AIDS, among other things. For me, the storyline was very hard to
become attached to as it felt forced and far from reality.
However, despite my annoyance with the plot , I found the book very
difficult to put down. What Picoult does well in many of her novels, and
this one falls in that grouping, is create compelling characters. The
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Show depicts the strong bonds and endless conflicts between family.

growth and development of Mariah throughout the novel is spectacular.
She is introduced as a woman torn apart over her husband's infidelities.
Her past consists of a suicide attempt and depression. In the beginning of
the novel she struggles to get out of bed and can 't stand up to her ex-husband. She remains distant from her daughter because of her sadness,
which is increasingly frustrating in the first few chapters.
As the novel develops she grows closer to her daug hter and develops
into a fiercely protective and loving mother. Mariah 's development as a
mother coincides with her personal development as she realizes that her
relationship with Colin has turned her into someone she couldn 't recognize. This development throughout the novels makes Mariah feel
realistic and helps create sympathy and admiration for her throughout
the novel.
Another well-developed character is Ian Fletcher, an apparentl y
uncaring individual in the beginning of the novel. He constantly struggles with his growing feelings for Mariah and his need to expose her
daughter for the promotion of his career. As more of Ian is revealed , he
becomes more human in the reader 's eyes as well as more likable.
Other minor characters are less developed , but it doesn 't matter given
their small supporting roles. The novel draws its strength from the minor
conflicts and struggles throughout the book , which are well written so
that they overpower the overriding conflict of Faith's religion. Ultimately
the book prompts the question of strength , as Faith grows stronger after
her parents divorce through her relationship with the God she sees, and
Mariah draws strength from her increasing desire and need to protect her
daughter. Through the novel Picoult thematically suggests that our
strength is in our love and need for others around us, and perhaps it is
through this love that religion grows. A message like this can of course
be argued with , but it prompts discussion and thoug ht about the strength
of family, which Picoult often docs in her novels.

Big G's offers an extensive and delicious breakfast menu

By Amanda Mello , a&e editor

Bringing it back to the table, I was excited to dig in. It was delicious.
Big G's, located in Winslow, is known throughout campus, especially
for its sizable lunch sandwiches. Packed full of meat and other lunchtime It wasn't burnt anywhere, the crust wasn 't hard and it didn 't hurt to bite
populars like egg salad, these abnormally large slices of bread draw throug h as some French is when left on the griddle for too long My onl y
many locals to the restaurant as well. Any given weekend, and even dur- regret was a result of the thickness of the bread. Because it was so thick ,
ing the week. Big G's has a line out its door. The restaurant space is it seemed that not all the egg mixture had soaked throug h during the
cooking process. If the bread had been a little moister, I think it would
small, but there are many tables and they are able to seat 200 people
have been perfect. However. I will allow that
Customers order up at the counter and receive
since I do not put syrup on my French toast ,
a buzzer which will let them know when they
it may have been just right for those who do.
can head up to the counter to grab their meals.
Cooked to perfection, however, was the
The dining style is simple, but efficient. They
bacon , which was incredibl y impressive to
serve breakfast, lunch and supper seven days
me Being part of a family for whom going
a week. Their menu has a variety of offerings
out to Saturday or Sunday breakfast is a traand includes many homemade creative
dition. I have had amp le opportunity to
options.
exp lore the world of bacon. From my obserWhile the sandwiches are extremely popvations, bacon is very rarel y cooked well ,
ular, less well-known among students on
never mind to perfection It 's either too
campus is the Big G's breakfast menu. The
restaurant carries a large variety of omelets
crispy so it 's falling apart and the flavor has
and other breakfast favorites. It also offers
been cooked ri ght out of it. or it 's too soft
and chewy. However. Big G's cooked the
the bottomless cup of coffee at the great
ROADFOODCOM
bacon to the perfect level of crispiness and
price of $ 1.59 for the many customers who Big G's has a wide array of greatfood to choose from.
the flavor was incredible. 1 would highly recwalk in weary-eyed and still half asleep. It
ommend the bacon as a side dish to any meal
takes a while to pore over the menu before
ordering, but you will likel y have plenty of time since the line is gen- customers may pick out.
Big G's is worth the trip. Having been there multiple times for breakerally fairly long.
For my morning breakfast I tried the French toast with a side of bacon. fast and lunch , my next goal is to try their dinner menu. With such a variThe French toast is made with the large bread that their sandwiches come ety of options , customers are sure to find something they like, if not
on, so I only got one slice Once it was ready, I approached the counter many things. They offer their food at reasonable prices and you can sit
thinking that the bread may even have grown since my last trip to the and eat or take it to go. White brunch at the College is a popular choice
restaurant. It was nearly spilling over the side of the plate. Up at the and favorite of many students, some weekend in the near future (and
counter they have plenty of toppings you can add, so I put on powder probabl y before the snow) hop in the car and try out Big G's for you
weekend morning meal.
sugar and cinnamon, to add to the alread y sweet flavor.

Fieldhockey falls to Jumbos in playoff Lost to the Aussies
I PLAYIN' THE HELD

FILE PHOTO

Colbx ended its season /ailing 5-1 to an undefeated Tuftssquad in Medford.

Silver-lining loss to
Bates precedes
Mules ' f inal game
By SARAH KIRKER
STAFF WRITER

Ii was a weekend full of conflicting
emotions for the Colby field hockey
team as they lost in o\ erttme to Bates
College while simultaneousl y guaranteeing themselves a spot in the New
Eng land Small College Athletic Con-

ference playoffs.
True to fonn. the Bates vs. Colby
game was an exciting one. featuring
constant lead changes and the Mutes '
fourth tnp to overtime this season
Just five minutes into the fi rst half,
Colby proved it came out read y to
light as a goal by Meryl Poulin " 11 put
the Mules ahead Poulin took advantage of a loose ball near the Bates
goalie to score unassisted and give
Colb y an eariy lead However, Bates
didn 't let the lead stand for long, as
senior Abby Clulds deflected a shot

by teammate Samantha Rothkop f
from a penalty corner 22 minutes into
the game The Mules were quick to
answer thoug h, as Poulin took the
lead back for the Mules just six minutes later In the goal . Heather Quadir
' 11 took a shot on a Colby penalty
comer and Poulin was able to find the
back of the net for the second time in
the game after knocking in the ball off
a rebounded save attempt by the Bates
goalie Still, after 26 minutes of scoreless playing. Bates equalized the contest again lo send the game into
overtime Just six minutes into the
first extra period. Bates player Rachel
Greenwood scored on a breakaway
goal to complete the Bates comefrom-behind-victory.
With the loss to Bates, Colby ended
the season 2-7 in NESCAC play, but
still earned a spot in the eight-team
conference playoffs. Indeed , although
Colby, Bates and Connecticut College
each ended with identical records, the
final two spots of the playoffs came
down to the head to head scores,
which makes the 2-1 overtime win
against Connecticut College over
Homecoming Weekend the most important game of the Colby season so
far Althoug h the loss to Bates
knocked Colby out of the seventh
seed, the win against Connecticut got
the Mules the eighth and final spot in
the p layoff
Still , going into NESCACs seeded
eig hth means that in the first round
Colby had to face top-seeded Tufts
University. Tufts finished the regular
season with an undefeated record,
never scored less than two goals in a
game , and usually netting 4-6. Yet despite the Jumbos obvious offensive

tendencies, they nevertheless still allowed some goals against, including
two each by Middlebury College and
Bates and three by defending national
champion Bowdoin College. Along
with a few dominating wins, including one 10-1 blowout against Wcsleyan , the Jumbos had three one-goal
wins and two two-goal wins. During
the regular season Colby gave the
Jumbos a pretty good showing, keeping it close until about 10 minutes into
the second half when the Tufts offense
took over to come up with a final
score of 5-0.
On Sunday, Nov. 2, the Mules and
Jumbos faced off at Bello Field in
Medford , Mass and the undefeated
Tufts squad overwhelmed Colby in a
5-1 win Despite taking a 1-0 lead 12
minutes into the contest on a goal by
senior captain Mary Clare Snediker—
assisted by Poulin—the Mules ' hopes
of an upset were thwarted as Tufts
scored five unanswered goals, outshooting Colby 22-4 in the contest.
After Snediker 's goal . Tufts tied the
game at 1-1 on a goal by Tamara
Brown off a pass by senior captain
Jess Tasinski. Then , with 5:48 remaining in the first half, junior
Michelle Kell y put Tufts up for good
when she scored off a corner, with
Tasinski notching her second assist of
the game. The Jumbos then went on
to score thrice in the second half, with
their last goal coming with 1:24 remaining in the game.
Colby goalkeeper Liz Fontaine * 11
made eight saves in the contest but
Tufts held a 16-3 advantage on
penalty corners in addition to outshooting the Mules by 18. Tufts will
host Trinity College on Saturday.

FOOTBALL

Tufts halts Colby's new-look offense
By CHRIS GORUD
STAFF WRITER

After a disappointing loss to archrival Bates College the previous w eek.
football s Head Coach Ed Mestien
knew that the Mules needed to change
their approach on offense to contend
in their final two games. Thus, firstyear quarterback Nick Kmetz ' 12 got
the first start of his college career on
Saturday against Tufts University in
Medford. Mass Understandably, the
quarterback admitted to some nerves
as the game approached "I was really
excited for my first start." said Kmetz.
"but I had butterflies all week " Both
Colby and Tufts came into the contest
with 3-3 records , but the Jumbos
could have easil y been undefeated
considering close earl y-season losses
to Bowdom College. Trinity College
and Amherst College. The Mules ,
wmlcss on the road for the past two
seasons, looked to their strength on
defense to carry them throug h the
tough match-up
The Colby defense came out and
made a statement earl y as captain
Mark Ozarowski '09 had a crucial interception to stop a serious Jumbo
threat after Tufts look the opening
possession down the field to the
Colby 10-yard line. The Mules offense then came out running, trying to
establish a rh ythm early with their
new signal-caller , but were forced to
punt after gaining only one first down
On the ensuing dme. Tufts looked as
if it would take an early lead when it
lined up for a 37-yard field goal attempt , but Sam Handler '09 broke
through the line and blocked the kick
to keep the game scoreless Still, the
Jumbos were finall y able to get on the
bo^rd at the seven-minute mark of the
second quarter after putting together
an impressive scoring drive Quarterback Anthony Fucillo found senior
wide-receiver David Halas for a
seven-yard scoring strike and the 7-0
lead On the next drive , Colb y had a
chance to cut into the deficit but Victor Gagnc '09 missed a 37-yard field
goal attempt wide right Tufts looked
as if it mig ht tack on a few more
points as ihe halt came to a close but
sacks by Handler and John Murph y
'09 halted the driving Jumbos and the
half ended with the Mules down by
just one touchdown
Colby came out strong ly in the second half and forecd the Jumbos to
punt from their own end -'one to give
the Mules ' offense great field position
Kmetz promptl y completed a pass to
Patrick Bums '11 for 13 yards and
then broke off a 30-yard touchdown
run of his own . but the electri fying
play was called back due to a Colb y
penalty 1 nfununatel y. penalties continued to thwart the Mules on th*>

"
TODD
HERRMANN

Australia must be the only country
in the world that can create a holiday
out of a sporting event. Indeed, no
other place would try it, for fear of
looking stupid. But here, it is time for
Melbourne Cup Day, a Victorian state
holiday since 1877, featuring one of
the richest horse races in the world, the
aptly named Melbourne Cup. Billed as
"The race that stops a nation ," over
100,000 people cram into Melbourne's Flemington Racecourse to
watch one of the most prestigious
horse races in the world, two miles of
thundering hooves, three minutes of
galloping excitement, and of course,
millions of dollars in gambling losses.
80 percent of the
adult population of
Australia will place
a wager on the race.
$5 million in prize
money will be
awarded, the winner of the race receiving over $3
million. That is
more
than
is
awarded in the
Kentucky Derby.
Just the 3.6 pounds
of 18-carat gold
used to make the
trophy are valued at
over $125,000.
But of course, as
with most horse
races, the festivities of the spectators
around the track are as important as
the race itself. People wearing suits,
fancy dresses and outrageous hats are
all part of the fun. Prizes are awarded
for the best-dressed spectators. I will
not go into a lot of detail about my
outfit, but I will say that it came from
a used clothes store, involves a
heinous sweater vest and quite a bit
of pink , cost me under twenty dollars.and will not be winning me any
prizes. The whole day is a chance for

everybody to hang out with their best
mates, wear ridiculous clothes, enjo>
the sun (November in Australia
means the weather is only getting
nicer), gamble a bit and toss back
way too many Victoria Bitters or
Carlton Draughts, the state's favorite
beers. Side note: Fosters is NOT Australian for beer. Instead of ordering
Fosters, you should march up to the
bar wearing an American flag as a
cape and Engine the Star Spangled
Banner. Fosters makes it that obvious
you are American. Seriously, no Australians ever drink Fosters. There are
a lot of good Australian beers—each
state has its own, and Fosters is not
one of them.
But I digress. Anyway, very few
things are as fun as watching people
in extremely outlandish outfits stumble around in an altered state of mind
on weekday afternoons. One of them
just happens to be stumbling around in
an extremely outlandish outfit in an altered state of mind on a weekday afternoon , and that is what Melbourne
Cup Day is all
about. Gambling
and alcohol , my
two favorite vices! I
cannot imagine any
way in which combining those two
can work out negatively... Side note
2: Australia is definitely a country of
vices. It is the fattest nation in the
world, the fourth
biggest beer drinking country in the
world, prostitution
is legal, and biltions
are lost annually to
gambling.
God
damn I love it here. Sooooo much.
So why come back to Colby? Sure.
I love the school, but I don 't know
why I should leave Australia, so I need
convincing. Send all reasons you have
to Todd Evan Herrmann at
teherrma@colby.edu.
(Note the difference... I am not
trherrma@colby.edu the staff member; I am teherrma@colby.edu the
student. Two Todd Herrmanns at
Colby. Please make sure you e-mail
the right one.)

Australia is
definitely a country of vices. It is
the fattest nation
in the world,
prostitution is
legal, and billions
are lost annually
to gambling.

s Bates
Mens soccerf a l lto
in seasons f inalgame
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Captain Mark Ozarowski 09 wraps up Tufts quarterback Anthony Fucillo in Saturdays 17-10 loss at Tufts.

drive as a false start two plays later of a dnve when he came up with an interception for the Jumbos. Tufts then
took them out of field goal range
Still, the defense responded on the took over at the Colby 33 and quickly
Jumbos next possession when safety completed a long pass to Halas for a
Alex Tisch '09 forced a fumble that
touchdown to extend the lead to 17-7.
Chris Copeland '09 recovered to give
Now down ten with nine minutes
the Colby offense another great start remaining, Kmetz came out throwing.
on the Tufts 20-yard line. This time . This time, the first-year converted four
passes for first downs to lead the
Kmetz fired a ten yard pass to fellow
first-year Connor Walsh ' 1 2 and ran Mules to the Tufts two-yard line. But
the final ten yards himself for a touch- the offense faltered there. Indeed ,
down that evened the game at seven knocking on the door of the end zone,
midway throug h the third quarter.
Dan Pnmier was unable to break
The tie seemed as if it might be bro- throug h a resilient Tufts defense
ken on the next se.which held Colby
ries as Tufts put
back on the ground
together three first
all
afternoon.
downs on its way to
Mestien was forced
the Colby 11 -yard
to turn to Gagne,
line , but staunch run
who cut the Jumbo
defense again forced
lead to 17-10 with
the Jumbos to atless than three mintempt a field goal,
utes to go. The
which they missed
Mules got one more
wide left from 2Kchance as the deyards. Colb y was
fense forced a punt,
then unable to get
but Kmetz threw an
anything going on
interception to end
offense, as a threcall hopes of a comeand-out set up anback
Chris Copeiand "09
other Tufts drive
Tufts was able to
Cornerback
Although the Colby
come away with
defense remained
the win in a gritty,
strong in the scries .
defensive game in
forcing two incompletions and snuffing which both teams struggled to estabout a red zone screen pass to star Tufts lish the run. Colby had been relying
running back Will Forde . the Jumbos on the solid legs of Prunier and Mike
still conv erted a 34-yard field goal to C uqua '10 but was held lo just 35
take a 10-7 lead in the fourth quarter
y ards on the ground and an average of
With the game down to its last peI 2 yards per carry Both teams turned
riod. Mestien and Kmet/ knew that the to the passing game, where Colby has
Mules would have to put together a strugg led this season, but the Mules
solid drive to close the deficit and keep demonstrated potential on Saturday
the effective Tufts offense off the field
with Kmetz going 14 of 27 for 11 7
Thus, Colby came out passing on its yards in his first collegiate appearnext possession, yet Tufts junior cor- ance. Still , Kmetz noted that the loss

Close but no cigar
and I guess that's
the nature of
athletics—sometimes you win and
sometimes you
give all you have
and fall short.
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disappointing to lose such a close
game," said Kmetz, "especially when
you know how hard you prepare for
each game." In the end , Colby was
outgained by almost 200 yards and
Mestieri noted that the offense
"showed some life but still failed to
capitalize ". However, the coach was
pleased with the efforts of Kmetz and
applauded the play of Bums in his
first appearance at wide receiver.
Copeland , who had that crucial
fumble recovery which set up Colby 's
first score, echoed the sentiments of
Kmetz. "It was a hard fought, very
physical game." he said. "I'm disappointed that we couldn 't find a way to
end up on top. Our front seven managed to stuff a very good running
game and in pass defense we gave up
a few plays that we would like to have
back Close but no cigar and I guess
that 's the nature of athletics—sometimes you win and sometimes you
give all you have and fall short."
Mestieri and the Mules are now
looking ahead to the next week and
their final game of the season. "Our
team looks forward to the challenge,"
said Mestien of the season-ending rivalry game against Bowdoin on Saturday at Harold Alfond Stadium. The
Polar Bears defeated Bates at home
last weekend so Colby has a chance to
play the spoiler and force a three-way
tie in the CBB championship series.
Kmetz relayed the sentiments of the
team and noted that he is "looking forward to being part of such a storied rivalry." Some would argue that Colby
would actually win the CBB with a
victory over Bowdoin because of its
supenor overall record. In any case
fans on the Hill will be buzzing with
excitement as the November wind
howls and the Colby-Bowdoin nvalry
In rm^oH

was a positive one for Colby. Among
many bright spots was the strong
first-year class, which filled the
holes left by last year 's seniors. Indeed , looking back on the season ,
Serdjcnian acknowledged these firsttime collegiate athletes ' contributions.
"Four
players
[saw]
significant time on varsity this year,"
said Serdjenian. The year started off
slow and it "took nearly half the season to really click as a team ," Carberry said, "which means we
dropped some games we could have
won." Serdjenian agreed, saying that
the season was "one that saw us play
our best as the season went along."
Their record in the eight games
before their loss against Bates
showed this was true. Colby had
gone 5-2-1 and looked like a team
that could do some damage in the
tournament. Though the season is
over, Carberry is "proud of our guys
and feel like we had a good year,"
and that "the important thing is that

we were a real team this year, both in
winning and losing."
Looking back, the overtime win
against a sixth-seeded Tufts University team and the home victory
against Bowdoin were the high points
of the season , and Serdjenian had
high praise for the team. "[Captains
Tom Milaschewski '09 and Carberry]
were tremendous leaders," he said
"[All the seniors] led by example, no
matter their individual role." In addition , "juniors Mike Baldwin , in the
back, and Dan Mardcn in goal [really
stepped up.]"
Looking at next year, one must
take into account that the JV team
went undefeated in seven games
this fall (5-0-2) and its players look
to contribute to the varsity squad
next year. Serdjenian believes
writer George Eliot put it best in regards to next season. "No wind favors he who has no destined port ,"
said Serjenian , "[and] Colby men 's
soccer knows its destination. " Indeed , perhaps next year the men 's
team will get blown to the port of
NESCAC glory.

A return to playoff s
leads to loss to Ephs
From WOMEN'S SOCCER, Page 16
their success and fell to Williams 40. Williams , ranked number one in
New England—and in the nation—
for women 's Division III soccer,
used suffocating defense and a relentless attack to prevent the Mules '
Cinderella run from continuing. The
Ephs struck early, putting away
goals in the 5th and 38th minutes to
take a 2-0 lead into halftime. They
then added two more goals in the
second half to provide the winning
i t i i i r i n n ;nui sent ( ' , ,lhv h :ii -l: to Wn .

terville empty-handed. Pisani and
senior captain Rachel Freierman
'09 combined for three saves in net
for the Mules , and co-captains
Whitney Lynn *09 and Rosie
Perkins *09 played their last games
in the Colby blue.
Despite the loss , the women 's
playoff appearance signaled improvement for the Mules. After
missing out on the tournament on
the final day last year, the team 's return to postseason play serves as a
warning to the rest of the league
that they will be a force to be reckoned with going forward.

Women take third in NESCAC race
CROSS COUNTRY

By PAT BAGLEY
STAFF WRITER

Last weekend the women 's cross
country team ruffled some New England Small College Athletic Conference feathers by placing a surprise
third place in the 2008 NESCAC
C hampionships.
"It was a pretty exciting race,"
t assi Knight ' 10 said after the race,
"and Amherst must be ticked." Knight
explained that her team "did an exceptional job of working together and
pulling each other along. Our packs
make us a force to be reckoned with."
Knight led her pack of Mules
through Pincland Farm's undulating
^-kilometer course. She scored 17th
p lace with a time of 22 minutes and
51 seconds. A surging Wesleyan Uni\ersity mnner darted into the finishing chute four seconds behind
Knight , but Katrina Gravel '10 and
l-mma Linhard ' 11 punched past the
finishing line in 19th and 20th place,
respectively.
Devan Fitzpatrick '09 led the next
salvo of Colby's blue and white, as she
and Nora McCall ' 11 earned 40th and
41 st place while finishing within a second of each other. Jen MacDowcll '09
ind Mandy Ivey '10 occupied the
team 's last two varsity spots, finishing

in 45th and 47th place, respectively.
The Mules ' effort placed them at
the head of the NESCAC—sort of. As
contenders for the NCAA Division III
title, Middlebury Collegfe and
Williams College tied for 1st place ,
accruing only 48 points. For comparison 's sake, Colby earned third place
with 125 points. They were trailed by
Tufts University (4th place , 139
points) and Amherst College (5th , 143
points). State nvals Bowdoin College
and Bates College did not have a
chance against the Mules, as they
placed 6th and 7th place, respectively.
Regardless, Colby 's performance
at the NESCAC Championship has
given the team a new outlook for their
remaining season, and a hopeful postseason. "Our third-place team finish
was somewhat unexpected ," Gravel
said, "but our prospects for nationals
are looking good, if everyone can
continue performing at the level we
performed at NESCACs."
Gravel said her team is now looking
to chase down Middlebury and
Williams while simultaneously fending
off the encroaching Tufts and Amherst
squads at the Regional Championships,
which will be held in a two weeks.
The men 's team put in a strong effort at the NESCAC Championships,
yet they were ultimately trumped by

COURTESY OF AMY REYNOLDS

The women s team finished third overall in Saturdays NESCAC meet.
10th place Bates College. Chris
Deroo '09 and Mike Bienkowski '10
led the team , taking 80th and 81st
place, respectively. John "The Corridor Coroner" Hall '09 (86th), Andy
Maguire ' 11 (99th), and John DeAscentis *11 (107th) rounded out the
team 's scored.
"The NESCAC meet was a challenging race, but given the runners

we had and the difficulty of the
course , I would say Colby had a
good day," Maguire said. "We expected a lot out of ourselves, and
thoug h there were no incredible results, we continued to run consistently well , as we have for the whole
season. The team is primed to produce great results over the next and
final two weeks of our season."

Woodsmen 's team hits season stride at UNHmeet
they arrive on the scene, the canoers
and other runner
join in the fire_^___
build , making for
an intense final
stage with all the
teams blowing their
best lungs forward.
The team acknowled ged the
relay 's uni que approach. "It 's an exciting event that
has never been
done before," said
Hutchins. "All the
elements exist on
Emma
their own, but
¦we 've never seen
them all together,
so it was really fun
to watch and do."
Likewise, senior Emma Balazs reflected on the team 's successes and
the unconventional relay. "UNH
likes to have events that are slightly

non-traditional ," she said. "The
women 's
team
dominated
the
competition and
took first. The
men 's team also
performed
very
well and placed in
several events The
Jack and Jill [coed] team competed
very well and
many first timers
got some good experience.
The
whole day was a
great success."
Balazs '09
So, with their
Woodsman
final meet of the
autumn
behind
them , the members of Colby Woodsmen's can take
the taste of victory with them into
the winter, and look forward to the
sound of chainsaws resuming their
grind in the spring.

The women's
team dominated
the competition...the men's
team also performed very well
and placed in
several events.

COURTESY Of EMMiiALWS

Steyo JjafjcQ. '10 and Theo Papademetriou 'II compete in Saturday s meet.
From WOODSMEN , Page 16

the firewood , hatchets and other firebuilding tools in a packboard and sets
off running through a designated
course , ultimately handing off the

pack to another runner, who brings
the tools to two more team members
whose job it is to build a fire,-These
two woodsmen—along with tke second runner—then construct a fire as
fast as they can to boil over a can of
soapy water. Eventuall y, as soon as

Volleyball goes 1-2 on closing week
By NICK CUNKELMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

Volleyball finished its season with
three home matches last weekend,
playing host to New England Small
College Athletic Conference rivals
Williams College on Friday and
Hamilton College and Middlebury
College on Saturday at Wadsworth
Gymnasium. In the Williams match ,
which the Ephs won 3-0 by set scores
of 25-2 1, 25-12, 25-20, first-year
\ndy Rosengarten had 16 defensive
digs and seven kills for the Mules,
captain Meredith Lawler '09 added 11
kills , captain Jenny Lawrence *09 had
21 assists and 11 digs , and Clare
Reich * 11 had 10 digs in two games.
The loss dropped Colby to 12-15
overall and 2-8 in the conference,
while Williams improved to 20-12 (51 NESCAC).
On Saturday, the Mules played a
ilouble-headcr of conference games,
taking on Hamilton and Middlebury.
( olby beat the Continentals 3-1 in the
. 13-1 >¦ game and fell to the Panthers 3i in the evening match. Still , the day
proved to be one of milestones, as
Lawrence went over 4,000 assists in
lier collegiate career. The senior thus
ends her Colby run as the College's
ill-time career assist and service ace
leader. She set the four-grand mile¦ -3—rg

stone in the 3-1 (25-12, 25-13, 27-29,
25-20) setback to Middlebury, ,finishing her career with 4,024 assists after
posting 36 against Middlebury to go
along with 19 di gs and three aces.
Lawrence also had 41 assists, 15 digs,
and three aces in a 25-27, 25-29, 2512, 25-15 victory over Hamilton.
Other seniors finishing out their
Colby careers were Lawler and captain Carlie Minichino *09. Lawler
posted 19 kills and three aces in the
win against Hamilton and 15 kills
against Middlebury. She finished her
collegiate career with 1 ,135 kills. In
the victory over Hamilton , Rosengarten added 13 kills and 16 digs,
while Heather Arvidson '11 and
Megan Conroy '10 each had three
service aces. Against Middlebury,
Arvidson had 13 kills , Rosengarten
finished with 17 digs and Caitlin
Burchill * 12 had 10 kills and two aces.
The weekend's results put Colby
in a three-way tic for the eighth and
final playoff spot in the NESCAC
Championships with Bates College
and Trinity College. The tic was determined by the best record in sets
among the three teams in competition against each other. Bates had a
4-3 record to earn the final playoff
spot , while Colby was 4-4 and Trinity was 3-4.
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NESCAC ROUND-UP
This weekend, on Nov. 8-9, Middlebury looks to defend its conference title as it
hosts the semifinals and finals of the 2008 NESCAC Men's Soccer Championship.
The Pantheis (12-1-2 , 6-1-2 conference), the top-seed and defending NCAA champion, will face fourth-seeded Williams (8-5-2, 4-4-1 conference) in the first semifinal on Saturday, followed by third-seededTrinity (11 -4-0, 5-4-0 conference)taking
on second-seeded Amherst (10-3-2, 5-3-1 conference). Saturday's winners will then
face on Sunday to decide the 2008 NESCAC crown at 12:00 pm.. On the women's
side, Williams hopes to claim its second-straight conference crown and third in program history as it hosts the 2008 NESCAC Women's SoccerChampionship at Cole
Field in Williamstown, Mass. In the first semifinal on Saturday, the top-seededEphs
(14-0-1, 8-0-1 conference) will take to the pitch against fifth-seeded Bowdoin (7-44, 4-3-2 conference), who upset fourth-seeded Tufts on Nov. 2. The secondsemifinal features third-seeded Middlebury (8-5-2, 6-3-0 conference) matching up with
second-seededAmherst (10-1-3, 7-0-2 conference). Like in the men's championship,
Saturday's winners will play on Sunday at noon to decide the 2008 conference title.
Fans unable to make it to Williamstown (for the women) and Middlebury (for the
men) this weekend can follow all of the action live via teamline.ee and D3cast.com,
respectively...Hamiltonjunior Peter Kosgei and Amherst senior Elise Tropiano both
earned 2008 NESCAC Most Outstanding Performer honors after both finished first
at the 2008 NESCAC Cross Country Championships, hosted by Bates at Pineland
Farms in New Gloucester, Maine on Saturday, Nov. 1. Kosgei won his secondstraight men's title on Saturday afternoon as he covered the 8-kilometer course in
25:07, a new course record and 35 seconds ahead of the next runner.
—NickCunkelman. Sports Editor

LEADERS

Colby finished the season 12-15 overall and 2-8 in the conference.

»^%*f^ m JJ* »H|

Carlisle, MA
NESCACs
5k ,
WHY: In Colby's
third-place overall
placing at the 2008 NESCAC Championships
held at Pineland Farms in New Gloucester, Maine,
Knight led the Mules with her 17th place finish.
The junior also placed fifth overall at the Maine
State Championships , helping Colby win the
state title on October 12th. In that race, Knight
covered the 5-kilometer course in 19:01.

STANDINGS

¦- —

House of Pizza

DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK

Football loses
close road game
to Tufts, 17-10

Women's XC
places third at
NESCACs
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WOMEN'S SOCCER

Ephs end Mules9 season
The Mules topped the Bobcats on Saturday and secured a p layoff game against Williams, which they lost 4-0.

By DOUG SIBOR
STAFF WRITER

What was a solid season for the
Colby women 's soccer team came to
an untimely end on Sunday afternoon in Williamstown, Mass , as the
women fell m the first round of the
New Eng land Small College Athletic Conference tournament to the
top-seeded Ephs of Williams Col-

lege , 4-0. The loss ended a 5-9-1
season for the Mules. Indeed, that
the Mules even made the tournament was the stuff of legend , as it
took an overtime thriller on the final
day of the regular season against
arch-rival Bates College to secure
the berth.
Last Friday, the Mules and the
Bobcats of Bates met at Colby with
the eighth and final NESCAC play-

MEN'S SOCCER

With berth at stake ,
Mules fall to Bates

the fans. Eight minutes in , Logan
King '09 hooked up with Nate
Seiberling ' 11 in front of the Bates
Halloween proved to be a tough goal with a nifty pass into the box.
day for the Colby men 's soccer team. Seiberling sli pped it past Bates 's
The Mules were in high spirits com- first-year keeper to put Colby up 1ing offa great performance last week 0. Things were looking good for a
against Bowdoin College and had a long while until a four-minute stretch
chance to stick it to their other Maine near the end of the game. With 14
rival . Bates College. A lot was nding minutes left to go. Bobcat Pat Jackon the game, with the New Eng land son scored near post from a Pat King
Small College Athletic Conference pass. Colby could not retaliate , and
tournament and a possible home game Bates found the back of the Mule net
on the line. However, the Bobcats again just over five minutes later.
spoiled
Colby 's
First-year Candido
chances with two
Bousquet netted
late goals to beat
Bates 's
second
the Mules 2-1.
goal of the game
Friday 's showfrom ten yards out
down had an earl y
to put Bates up for
start at 3:30 p.m. in
good 2-1. The loss
Lewiston.
Many
dropped Colby to a
fans came down to
tie for ninth p lace
support the Mules.
in the conference
Coach Mark Serdand out of the playjenian thanked the
off picture.
fans that came to
Captain
Scott
the game. "The
Carberry '09 said
team greatl y apprethat "obviously it
Scott Carberry '09 was a disappointing
ciated the fan supCaptain
port this year," he
end to our season;
said , "including all
losing is never fun ,
those who traveled
especially to a rival
to Bates to cheer on the Mules—well like Bates." Scrdjanian agreed that it
done " The first half was back and was "a tough game to lose for the
forth, but Colb y never let its guard Mules." He thought that his team
down or lost its focus. Overall , Bates "played well save for four minutes in
outshot Colby 14-6, but the defense the second half that LOST us the game."
onl y allowed six of these shots to be Willi the loss, the Mules ended the seaon goal compared to Colby 's 66 per- son with a 7-6-1 record(3-5-1 NESCAC.)
cent shot on goal percentage.
Despite the loss , the '08 season
The second half proved to be a
rollercoaster ride for both teams and
See MEN'S SOCCER, Page 14

off spot at stake. The result was an
instant classic that saw both teams
have quality chances to take the
lead , enthralling the home fans and
keeping their hearts racing throug hout the match. In the opening 45
minutes , both teams narrowly
missed taking a 1-0 lead. Bates
nearl y struck first when one of its
strikers managed to evade Colby
goalkeeper Loni Pisani ' I I and

I

strike a ball towards the goal. What
looked like impending doom for the
Mules , however , turned to delight
when defender Lcxi Bohonnon '10
scurried back to the goal line and
cleared the ball away. Sadly, the
soccer gods soon exacted revenge
on Bohonnon , as a few minutes
later she rocketed a free kick just
off the crossbar in what proved to
be the Mules ' best scoring chance of
the half. Both teams then battled
hard throughout the second half, but
neither could gain ihc upper hand ,
and the game would have to be settled in overtime.
As the opening half of the
golden-goal overtime was winding
down , Emily Moos '12 won possession in the midfield and
streaked down the right side of the
pitch. Her perfectly-timed cross
found fellow first-year Julie Denison , who delivered a powerful
header into the top corner of the
goal and sent the players and fans
into delirium. More importantly,
Denison 's second goal of the season sent the Mules on to the
NESCAC tournament for a date
with Williams , who had defeated
the Mules in Waterville 1-0 two
weeks before.
Despite having gained a great
deal of momentum after their triumph over Bates two days before,
the Mules were unable to replicate
See WOMEN'S SOCCER Page 14

WOODSMEN

By DAVID LOWE
STAFF WRITER

[It] took nearly
half the season
to really click as
a team , which
means we
dropped some
games we could
have won .

MOLLY B'DfMSCOMBE/THC COLBY ECHO

Michael Baldwin '10 tries to keep the ball awayf r o m a Bates defender.

J

C Club rouses athletic
support from alumni
that bring people together
on behalf of the College 's
athletic programs. The
mission of the C Club includes recognizing outstanding student athletes ,
honoring alumni who
have made significant
contributions to Colby
athletics and keeping
alumni informed abom
the College 's sports programs.
By MOLLY BIDDISCOMBE
The C Club began over a centun
SPORTS EDITOR
ago as a student club composed of
men who had lettered in a varsin
At Colby, students have the oppor- sport. Since then it has evolved into a
tunity to participate in 32 varsity group of alumni who support Colbv
teams, nine club sports and a bevy of athletics although they arc no longer
intramural activities. Still, many stu- the ones on the field, court , ice and
dents fail to realize
track. In the 1970s
just how unique
former
football
these athletic opcoach and Director
portunities are.
of Athletics Dick
In fact, many
McGce revived the
students
only
C Club after a pecome to appreciriod of inactivity
ate Colby athletEventually alumni
ics after leaving
women
athletes
the Hill. As Alex
were included into
Wilson '73 says,
the sphere of the
"The further you
club, and then in
get .away from
1993 the C Club
Colby, the more
opened up its memyou realize what
bership to parents
it has to offer."
Alex Wilson '73 and friends of Colb>
Because of this ,
athletics.
C Club President
many
alumni
Wilson runs the
choose to conclub with an executribute their time ,
tive committee and
money and resources to give back to the aid of the Alumni Center and the
the alma mater in numerous ways. Assistant Director of Alumni RelaFor over 100 years , alumni athletes tions Karin Weston, who works
have been choosing the C Club as a specifically with athletics. Wilson bevehicle to give back and stay con- lieves that the executive committees
nected to the College.
role is to "determine which areas ol
The C Club is the Mules ' biggest our athletic program would benefit
fan. It is an organization of alumni, from our support."
parents and friends of athletics who
The C Club hosts two annual dinwork together to support Colby ath- ners during the school year. The first
letics in various ways. The club' s primary purpose is to organize functions

We've been
moderately
successful in
recruiting new
members, but we
have some way
to go to reach
[our] goal.

See C Club, Page 7

CODE BLUE
Members of the woodsmen s' team stoke their f ire in the Logger s' Relay.

Chopp ing, sawing and
hitting at UNH meet

Women 's team
takes title in f inal
f all competition
By NICK CUNKELMAN
SHURTS EDITOR

For many Mules on May flower
Hill , the equation PV=nRT signifies
nothing more than the ideal gas law,
a chemistry formula that likely
brings to mind lectures in Keycs 105 .
But to the members of the Colby
Woodsmen 's Team, PV=nRT conjures up the smell of freshl y cut lumber, the sound of chainsaws , the
smell of wood smoke, and , hopfull y—after their weekend competitions—the taste of victory. Indeed ,
for this final goal , the team traveled
to the University of New Hampshire
in Durham, N.H. last Saturday for
their final meet of the fall season ,
where the Colby Woodsmen (and
women) competed against counterparts from University of Connecticut , the University of Maine at
Orono , Unity College , Dartmouth
College, and of course hosting
U.N.H.
The morning featured sing les and
doubles events with many Mules outsawing, out-throwing, and out-chopping the competition. In single buck,
where competitors race to cut

through a 19" round piece of wood
with a saw, Haley Harwood *11 left
the field of Wildcats, Huskies, Black
Bears , Rams and Big Green in her
(saw)dust , p lacing first for the Mules.
Likewise, teammate Bailey Cunningham '09 won the pulp toss, an event
resembling track and field's shot put
but with four-foot long pieces of
wood. In the hard hit , where competitors try to cut through wood with
an underhand chop in the least
amount of hits , Sara Hutchins '09
took first as she broke through her
6"x6" piece of pine in seven hits.
In doubles events , the men 's duo
of Marc Poore * 11 and Harry
Curme '10 won the cross cut to
death , where each team 's pair races
to cut through a 19" round with a
crosscut saw. "They had a great saw
to beat out ten other teams ," said
Hutchins.
In the afternoon , the Colby women
won three of the four team events ,
and thus took first overall in the
meet -the taste of victory indeed.
Then , in the last event of the day,
both the men 's and women 's teams
won the Logger 's Relay. In the relay,
which Hutchins described as "epic,"
two members of each team first paddle across a lake with firewood in
their canoe. Then, one member packs
See WOODSMEN. Page 15

Code Blue is an initiative of the Student Athletics Advisory Council (SAAC) that promotes student attendance at home games. Each
sport will get one Code Blue game that SAAC will help advertise
and put on halftime events, give out free t-shirts, and sponsor cookouts before, during, and after each game. There will be music and
prizes given out to the winners of the halftime events, such as a juggling competition for soccer, a mtdfield open goal shot for field
hockey, and attempting field goals for football. The third and final
Code Blue game is coming up this weekend, as the football team
takes on Bowdoin at 1 p.m. on Nov. 8 at the new Alfond Stadium ,
where they are undefeated this year (3-0). Bowdoin comes into the
game with a 3-4 record and a win in their last game over Wesleyan.
A Colby win over the Polar Bears would put the CBB title in a threeway tie, with each Maine NESCAC school going 1-1 in the series.
Still , with a win , the Mules would lay claim to the best overall record
of the three schools. Code Blue t-shirts will be available for $5 at the
games. So come down, show your school spirit , and cheer on your
fellow classmates.

THIS WEEK'S FEATURED GAME
FOOTBALL: SATURDAY AT IP.M.
VS. BOWDOIN
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